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To my grandparents
Klaus-Dieter and Hannelore Baumgarten

No bars are set too close, no mesh too fine
To keep me from the eagle and the lion,
Whom keepers feed that I may freely dine.
This goes to show that if you have the wit
To be small, common, cute and live on shit,
Though the cage fret kings, you may make free with it.
¾By Howard Nemerov, The Sparrow in the Zoo
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Summary
Sexual selection is a strong evolutionary force shaping the traits determining individual
reproductive success. Such traits can be crucial for reproductive success before or after
copulation (pre- versus post-copulatory sexual selection). However, little is known about how
primary and secondary sexual traits vary in relation to male age in socially monogamous but
genetically promiscuous (i.e. extra-pair) species. This is a particularly pressing question because
extra-pair sires are more often older rather than younger males, which suggests that male age
reflects genetic quality to females. Yet, older males are senescent males and produce lower
quality offspring. Thus, females should actually avoid mating with older males. Furthermore,
it is assumed that males that mate with multiple females achieve fitness benefits (higher lifetime
reproductive success) compared to males that mate monogamously. This assumption underlies
sexual selection theory. Additionally, it provides a straightforward explanation of why males in
socially monogamous species engage in extra-pair mating: it maximises their reproductive
success. Surprisingly, this classic claim has not been thoroughly quantified and thus awaits
validation.
In this thesis, I examined age-related variation in reproduction. Particularly, I studied
how male age relates to mating strategies, sperm traits and reproductive success. I further
quantified the fitness consequences of a males mating promiscuously over males mating
monogamously. My study species was the house sparrow, Passer domesticus, a predominantly
socially monogamous species. I studied captive and wild sparrows, both of exact known ages.
Avian studies commonly rely on discriminating between first-year and older breeders only.
Such a dichotomous discrimination of age prohibits analyses at all life history stages. Further, I
quantified the lifetime reproductive success of wild sparrows. Knowledge of lifetime
reproductive success is crucial for understanding, for instance, the fitness consequences of
mating decisions.
Extra-pair sires are commonly older males. It has been hypothesized that this is the
result of older males having a pre-copulatory advantage over younger males. Chapter 2 put this
hypothesis to the test and shows that male age seems unrelated to pre-copulatory male
competition. Further, females did not base their pre-copulatory mate choice on male age,
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which refutes the idea of male age signalling genetic quality to females. Instead, postcopulatory mechanisms seem to underlie the pattern of extra-pair sires being older males.
One of such post-copulatory mechanisms is sperm competition where sperm of
multiple males compete for fertilisation of a female’s eggs. In birds, sperm can be sampled with
relative ease and it is assumed that applying different methods of sperm collection does not
affect sperm measurements. Chapter 3 experimentally tested whether two common methods
of sperm collection indeed do not affect sperm measurements. Contrasting the previous
assumption, sperm length varied according to sperm collection method. Thus, the practice of
mixing sperm collection methods should be avoided or, at least, statistically controlled for.
Chapter 4 followed up on the hypothesis that post-copulatory mechanisms might

explain why extra-pair sires are often older males. The results showed that sperm morphology
and indices of relative testes size seemed to be unaffected by male age. Yet, when considering
the number of sperm that reached the egg of females, older males delivered more sperm than
younger males. Hence, older males might have a post-copulatory competitive advantage over
younger males.
Chapter 5 answers the fundamental question of whether extra-pair paternity

maximises male fitness. Surprisingly, the field of evolutionary ecology lacks empirical data
supporting this classic claim. The results reveal that a promiscuous male mating strategy does
not maximise male fitness, which contrasts expectations from sexual selection theory and calls
for reconsidering the validity of this basic assumption.
With this thesis, I thus contributed to clarifying the factors underlying the relationship
between extra-pair paternity and male age. In sum, I found that older males have higher extrapair paternity not because of pre-copulatory male competition or female choice but probably
because of a post-copulatory advantage. I also updated the current protocol of avian sperm
sampling and advocated a standardised method to enhance comparability across and within
studies. Finally, I quantified the fitness consequences of extra-pair paternity and discovered
that it does not maximise male fitness.
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Zusammenfassung
Sexuelle Selektion ist ein potenter evolutionärer Mechanismus, der für die Entstehung und
Veränderung von innerartlichen Merkmalen verantwortlich ist. Diese innerartlichen Merkmale
bestimmen den Fortpflanzungserfolg von Individuen und sind entweder für sexuelle
Selektionsprozesse vor (präkopulatorische sexuelle Selektion) oder nach der Verpaarung
(postkopulatorische sexuelle Selektion) entscheidend. Es ist aber nur wenig bekannt, ob und
wie Merkmale, die für den Fortpflanzungserfolg entscheidend sind, altersbedingt variieren.
Diese Frage ist besonders bei Arten, in denen der Fortpflanzungserfolg sowohl innerhalb
(monogam) als auch außerhalb des Paarbundes (promiskuitive Fremdkopulationen) erzielt
wird, relevant, da sich hier ein altersbedingter Trend zeigt. In der Vogelwelt gibt es das
generelle Muster, dass Nachkommen aus Fremdvaterschaften häufiger einen älteren Vater
haben. Dieser Trend kann unterstützend für die Hypothese gelten, dass das Alter von
Männchen gegenüber Weibchen ein Zeichen genetischer Qualität ist und somit ältere
Männchen von Weibchen bevorzugt werden. Allerdings sind ältere Männchen auch alternde
Männchen und ihre Nachkommen können eine verminderte Lebenserwartung oder
Fortpflanzung zeigen. Daraus leitet sich im Widerspruch zur Hypothese der überlegenen
genetischen Qualität älterer Männchen ab, dass Weibchen die Verpaarung mit älteren
Männchen vermeiden und stattdessen jüngere Männchen wählen sollten. Weiterhin ist eine
grundlegende Annahme zur Theorie der Entstehung von Paarungssystemen, dass
promiskuitive Männchen eine höhere Fitness (Anzahl fortpflanzungsfähiger Nachkommen) als
monogame Männchen haben sollten. Bei sozial monogamen Vögeln sind Fremdkopulationen
sehr häufig, aber erstaunlicherweise wurde die Annahme der erhöhten männlichen Fitness
durch Promiskuität noch nicht quantifiziert.
Meine Promotionsschrift untersuchte, wie das Alter von Männchen das
Paarungsverhalten, die Spermieneigenschaften und den männlichen Fortpflanzungserfolg
beeinflusst. Weiterhin verglich meine Promotionsschrift die Anzahl der jährlichen und
lebenszeitlichen fortpflanzungsfähigen Nachkommen von Männchen, die entweder eine
monogame oder promiskuitive Paarungsstrategie verfolgten.
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Die Tierart, auf die sich alle der Promotionsschrift zugrundeliegenden Analysen
bezogen, war der Spatz, Passer domesticus. Spatzen sind vorrangig sozial monogam, jedoch sind
Fremdkopulationen üblich. Ich hatte Zugang zu zwei Spatzenpopulationen, wovon eine in
Gefangenschaft und die andere in freier Wildbahn lebte. In beiden Populationen war das
genaue Alter der Tiere bekannt. In der freilebenden Spatzenpopulation war zusätzlich die
Anzahl der jährlichen und lebenszeitlichen fortpflanzungsfähigen Nachkommen bekannt. In
der Ornithologie müssen sich Wissenschaftler(innen) häufig darauf beschränken, dass Alter
von Individuen zu schätzen und diese in Jung- und Alttiere zu unterteilen. Eine solche
Einteilung verhindert allerdings Analysen, die alle Lebenszeitpunkte eines Individuums
umfassen. Weiterhin ist die Kenntnis von lebenszeitlichen Reproduktionsraten erforderlich,
um beispielsweise die Auswirkungen verschiedener Paarungsstrategien zu bestimmen.
Kapitel 2 untersuchte die Hypothese, dass ältere Männchen gegenüber jüngeren

Männchen präkopulatorisch konkurrenzstärker sein müssen. Dies könnte erklären, warum sie
mehr Fremdvaterschaften als jüngere Männchen erzielen. Unsere Ergebnisse zeigen jedoch, dass
die präkopulatorische Konkurrenzstärke vom Alter der Männchen nicht beeinflusst wird.
Weiterhin wählten Weibchen ihren Kopulationspartner unabhängig seines Alters. Daraus lässt
sich schließen, dass das Alter von Männchen für Weibchen kein Zeichen genetischer Qualität
ist. Stattdessen ist anzunehmen, dass ältere Männchen vermehrt Fremdvaterschaften haben,
weil ihre postkopulatorische Konkurrenzstärke gegenüber jüngeren Männchen erhöht ist.
Ein elementarer postkopulatorischer Selektionsprozess ist die Spermienkonkurrenz.
Spermienkonkurrenz ist der Wettkampf von Spermien um die Befruchtung weiblicher
Eizellen. Bei reproduktionsfähigen männlichen Vögeln ist die Spermienentnahme relativ leicht,
außerdem stehen hierfür verschiedene Methoden zur Verfügung.
Kapitel 3 überprüfte experimentell die Annahme, dass zwei gebräuchliche Methoden

der Spermienentnahme keinen Einfluss auf die Spermienmessungen haben. Im Widerspruch
zu dieser Annahme, zeigen die Ergebnisse, dass die Spermienlänge in Abhängigkeit zur
Methode variierte. Die Schlussfolgerung war daher, dass die gängige Praxis, verschiedene
Methoden der Spermienentnahme zu benutzen, beendet oder zu mindestens in der
statistischen Analyse berücksichtigt werden sollte.
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Kapitel 4 überprüfte die Hypothese, dass die postkopulatorische männliche

Konkurrenzstärke mit dem Alter variiert. Die generelle Annahme war, dass Unterschiede in
den Spermien und Fortpflanzungsorganen älterer Männchen ursächlich für mehr
Fremdvaterschaften sein könnten. Die Ergebnisse verdeutlichen, dass die
Spermienmorphologie und Näherungsvariablen für die relativen Hodengrößen keinen
Zusammenhang mit dem Alter von Männchen zeigten. Jedoch war die Anzahl der Spermien,
die die Eizelle von Weibchen erreichten, höher bei älteren als bei jüngeren Männchen. Dieses
Ergebnis lässt die Schlussfolgerung zu, dass ältere Männchen tatsächlich postkopulatorisch
konkurrenzstärker sein könnten als jüngere Männchen.
Kapitel 5 beschäftigte sich mit der grundsätzlichen Annahme, dass Fremdkopulationen

die Fitness von Männchen erhöhen. Erstaunlicherweise fehlen empirische Daten, die belegen,
dass Männchen, die Fremdkopulationen vollziehen, mehr fortpflanzungsfähige Nachkommen
zeugen als Männchen, die strikt monogam leben. Unsere Ergebnisse zeigen, dass
Fremdkopulationen männliche Fitness nicht erhöhen. Dieses Ergebnis kontrastiert die
theoretischen Erwartungen und erfordert die Neubewertung einer der grundsätzlichsten
Annahmen der sexuellen Selektionshtheorie.
Die Ergebnisse meiner Promotionsschrift lassen sich wie folgt zusammenfassen. Meine
Promotionsschrift trägt dazu bei, die Mechanismen für das Vorkommen von
Fremdkopulationen-und vaterschaften zu verdeutlichen. Ältere Männchen hatten häufiger
Fremdvaterschaften, allerdings zeigten sie keinen Unterschied zu jüngeren Männchen in ihrem
Kopulationsverhalten und wurden von Weibchen nicht für die Kopulation bevorzugt. Daher
ist anzunehmen, dass das Ergebnis der erhöhten Anzahl von Spermien älterer Männchen am
Ort der Befruchtung, Erklärungspotential für den bei Vögeln generellen Trend der erhöhten
Fremdvaterschaften bietet. Zusätzlich plädieren die erzielten Ergebnisse für eine Aktualisierung
der Methodik zur Spermienentnahme bei Vögeln. Schlussendlich haben meine Kollegen und
ich die Konsequenzen zweier verschiedener Paarungsstrategien im Sinne einer darwinschen
Fitness quantifiziert und gezeigt, dass Monogamie eine ebenbürtige Strategie zur Promiskuität
darstellt, da letztere die Fitness von Männchen nicht erhöhte.
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1. General introduction
1.1. Sexual selection and the different reproductive potentials of males and
females
An individual’s evolutionary purpose is to reproduce and sexual selection (see glossary) 1 will
favour those with the greatest reproductive success. Sexual selection thus promotes traits that
provide a competitive advantage to the reproductive success of its bearer 2,3. Two main
mechanisms are in charge when sexual selection operates: intra- and intersexual selection.
Intrasexual selection refers to the competition among members of the same sex for access to
mates, whereas intersexual selection refers to the choice an individual makes when choosing a
mate of the opposite sex 1.
Both males and females can be the choosing and competing sex, yet commonly it is males that
compete and females that choose 4. Intriguingly, female choice and male competition can
continue after copulation in the form of cryptic female choice and sperm competition, so intraand intersexual selection can be staged temporally as pre-copulatory sexual selection
mechanisms (male competition and female choice) and post-copulatory sexual selection
mechanisms (sperm competition and cryptic female choice) 5.
The different roles of the sexes are attributable to anisogamy. Males produce many
small gametes (sperm), whereas females produce few and large gametes (eggs) 4,6. This sets the
stage for the reproductive potential of males and females to differ. The sex that invests less in
reproduction—usually males—is predicted to be limited by the sex that invests more—usually
females 7. In other words, whilst reproduction for males is mainly constrained by competition
for access to females, females are physiologically constrained by their number of eggs 7,8. This
sex difference can lead to typical Darwinian sex-roles with female-biased parental care and more
pronounced sexually selected traits in males 2,6,7. Darwinian sex roles are widespread across the
animal kingdom (meta-analysis by 4).
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Glossary
Ageing/senescence: mortality increases or fertility decreases when an individual grows old.
Anisogamy: the production of differently sized gametes in sexually reproducing animals.
Cryptic female choice: a post-copulatory non-random and female-mediated bias in paternity that can be

generated behaviourally (e.g. sperm ejection) or physiologically (e.g. reproductive tract morphology).
Experimental ejaculate: an ejaculate consisting of sperm and seminal fluid (accessory sex glands are absent in
birds) obtained via the abdominal massage technique. I assume that an experimental ejaculate resembles a
male’s natural ejaculate.
Extra-pair copulation/mating: a male or a female that mates outside their pair-bond. A behaviour that can
but does not have to lead to extra-pair paternity.
Extra-pair paternity: the genetic offspring of a male and (a) female(s) to whom he is not pair-bonded.
Fitness: a population genetic concept that is defined as the average contribution of an allele to the next

generation compared with other alleles at the same locus. It is practically quantified as the reproductive success
and particularly the lifetime reproductive success (measured as the number of offspring that reproduce
themselves). The relationship between lifetime reproductive success and fitness is a closer one, than, for
instance, the annual number of offspring and fitness. This is why lifetime reproductive success can be regarded
as a sensitive measure of fitness.
Floater: a male without a social pair-bond who sneaks copulations from already paired females.
Genetic offspring/genetic parentage: paternity or maternity confirmed via genetic fingerprinting showing

that the offspring is the biological offspring of a mother or father.
Mating/copulation: in passerines successful copulations commonly involve the male and the female pressing
their cloacal lips together. This can comprise aspermic copulations, where a male does not transfer any sperm to
the female whilst they are pressing cloacal lips.
Monogamy/Social monogamy: a male or a female that mate with only one partner during a reproductive
event or a lifetime. The temporal distinction is made clear throughout this thesis where necessary. Adding
“social” to monogamy highlights that the mating strategy has been confirmed as the dominant mating strategy
through behavioural observations. This could still mean that genetic tests reveal that the individual also mated
promiscuitively.
Pair-bond/Social pair-bond: a male or a female that affiliate and share a breeding territory for one or more
reproductive events with the purpose of reproducing and raising offspring. Its behavioural manifestation
differs between species. For instance, in house sparrows a pair-bond commonly involves a male’s and female’s
simultaneous usage of a breeding territory, their close association, copulation, and biparental care of offspring.
Promiscuous/genetically promiscuous: a male or a female that mate with more than one partner during a
reproductive event or a lifetime. The temporal distinction is made clear throughout this thesis where necessary.
Promiscuity can refer to the following behaviours in this thesis: extra-pair copulations, polyandry, and
polygyny. Yet, predominantly, promiscuous behaviour is used as a shorthand for male and female extra-pair
mating. Adding “genetic” to promiscuity highlights that the mating strategy has been confirmed as the
dominant mating strategy through genetic tests. This could still mean that behavioural observations reveal that
the individual is pre-dominantly socially monogamous.
Relative testes size: testes mass controlled for a male’s body mass.
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Glossary continued
Reproductive strategy: a set of strategies concerning mating and fertilisation that an individual can choose

from with the perspective that animal social behaviour is ultimately concerned with maximising individual
reproductive success. A reproductive strategy is the consequence of the relative benefits and costs of the
different strategies available to the individual, which are determined by a variety of ecological, ontogenetic,
social and demographic factors. Animals are expected to choose an optimal strategy that increases lifetime
reproductive success. Practically, an animal uses proximate cues, for decision making, for instance, the number
of matings. These proximate cues are expected to have become correlated with increased lifetime reproductive
success over evolutionary time 9.
Sexual conflict: the situation that the fitness interests of a male and a female differ during a reproductive event.
Sexual selection: non-random variance in mating and fertilisation success among members of the same sex. It

includes intra- and intersexual selection, which affect mating (pre-copulatory) and fertilisation (postcopulatory).
Social offspring/social parentage: paternity or maternity confirmed via behavioural observations showing
that the offspring is the recipient of biparental care.
Sperm: short for spermatozoa, the gametes of males, which are motile and consist of an acrosome, head
(nucleus) and flagellum (midpiece plus tail), see Fig. 3.3. for an image of a house sparrow sperm
Sperm competition: the competition of sperm from different males over the fertilisation of a given set of eggs.
It arises when a female mates with more than one male. Sperm competition is a post-copulatory intrasexual
selection process.
Sperm senescence: a decline in a sperm’s ability to fertilise an egg or, given fertilisation occurred, a decline in
the viability of the zygote due the advanced age of the male (pre-meiotic sperm senescence) or the advanced age
of the sperm (post-meiotic sperm senescence). Causes of decline in fertilisation ability could be due to
abnormal sperm morphology. Causes of declines in zygote viability could be due to damaged sperm DNA 10.
Within-pair paternity: the genetic offspring of a male and the female he is pair-bonded to.

If reproduction imposes different constraints on the sexes, it follows that it also offers
different opportunities. For instance, promiscuous mating has the potential to maximise the
reproductive output of males, but apart from safeguarding against sperm limitation 11, it
unlikely increases the number of fertilised eggs in females 12. Males therefore commonly exhibit
a stronger relationship between reproductive success and multiple mating than females, which
was first demonstrated in fruit flies, Drosophila melanogaster 6 and termed “Bateman's third
principle” 13. Hence, males are expected to seek mating with as many females as possible,
whereas females should seek quality instead of quantity when choosing a mate 5.
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1.2. Extra-pair mating as a mixed reproductive strategy in socially monogamous
birds
In socially monogamous species, a mixed reproductive strategy is to form a pair-bond and
copulate outside this pair-bond (extra-pair copulation) 5. Birds were once thought of as perfect
examples of lifelong monogamy, and sexual dimorphism was misinterpreted as evidence for the
existence of two species, rather than the existence of two sexes 5. It thus came as a great surprise
when almost four decades ago molecular tools evidenced that the majority of surveyed bird
species were socially monogamous but genetically promiscuous 5,14,15. In fact, approximately
86% of all surveyed species—more than 200 species— showed extra-pair paternity 16,17. Hence,
not only was the view on avian mating systems revolutionised, but it was also shown that extrapair copulations can be adaptive because they can result in extra-pair paternity 15. A male that
seeks extra-pair copulations can sire extra-pair offspring without having the cost of providing
additional paternal care. A male’s net reproductive benefit is the sum of his extra- and withinpair offspring 18. Therefore, unless extra-pair copulations come at the expense of losing withinpair paternity, extra-pair copulations can increase male reproductive success. A male who opts
for extra-pair copulations has to balance the potential benefit of siring extra-pair offspring
with, for instance, mate guarding his female or providing paternal care for his own, within-pair
offspring 19. Mate guarding and paternal care are two different male strategies aimed at
maximising reproductive success through securing within-pair paternity 18. This is because
mate guarding increases a male’s prospect of fertilising his female’s eggs and paternal care
increases the survival opportunity of his within-pair offspring 19. Extra-pair copulations can be
thought of as a third strategy, where a male can top-up his number of offspring through extrapair offspring 18. To sum up, a socially monogamous male has at least three possibilities to
maximise his reproductive success: mate guarding, paternal care and extra-pair copulations.
This highlights two important things. First, maximisation of male reproductive success is
affected by the quantity, as well as the quality of his offspring 19,20. A male that increases the
survival value of his offspring, for example through paternal care, fares better than a male with
poor quality offspring because ultimately he will contribute more of its genes to the
population’s gene pool 19,21. Second, extra-pair copulations in socially monogamous species
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have an additional layer of complexity because they involve a minimum of three players: the
male and the female that form a pair-bond and the extra-pair male 22,23. This generates a
conflict of interest and puts constraints on the individuals involved, which expands the
ascribed sexual conflict between a male seeking multiple mating and a female assuring the
fertilisation of her eggs 24. For instance, a male that gains extra-pair paternity, likely does so at
the expense of the within-pair male losing paternity 24. Cuckolded males provide less paternal
care, which creates a cost for females 25 and a male performing extra-pair copulations has to
trade-off the benefit of siring extra-pair offspring with the risk of being cuckolded during his
absence 18. Hence, variation in extra-pair paternity can be partly explained by the social pair and
the extra-pair male balancing the trade-offs they are experiencing 23.
1.3. Extra-pair paternity, females and the relationship between extra-pair
paternity and male age
When males perform extra-pair copulations it follows that females are engaged in extra-pair
copulations too, either because “… they lay back and thought of England, but their hearts
weren’t in it…” or “… they actively choose to copulate with several males.” 5. The long-standing
view that females are passive recipients of male extra-pair copulation attempts rather than
active contributors can be partly explained by outdated sociological views and partly by the
lack of scientific explanation for female extra-pair mating 5,26. Indeed, if females unlikely
increase their number of fertilised eggs 12 and do not receive direct benefits other than sperm
from extra-pair copulations (e.g. access to new extra-pair male’s territory or paternal care 27,28),
then females that actively engage in extra-pair mating 29,30 pose a puzzle. Solutions to this
puzzle are presented by two different schools of thoughts, which I will explain briefly because
the focus of this thesis is on males.
The first school of thought assesses the adaptive value of female extra-pair mating sensu
Tinbergen 31. This has been the long-standing take in evolutionary ecology and the most
common adaptive value proposed is indirect genetic benefits that increase the quality of a
female’s offspring. Indirect genetic benefits could be good genes for viability 32–34, genetic
compatibility 35,36 or increased offspring genetic diversity 37,38. One assumption of indirect
genetic benefits of female choice is that extra-pair offspring should fare better than their
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within-pair siblings. At least, such an observation could be interpreted as evidence for the
indirect genetic benefits idea. However, empirical evidence of lower quality extra-pair offspring
39–41, together with theoretical developments 42 and meta-analyses 33,43 highlights the need for

new hypotheses explaining female extra-pair mating 44.
The second school of thought offers a non-adaptive explanation for female extra-pair
mating 45. Female and male extra-pair mating were found to be positively genetically correlated
in zebra finches, Taenopygia guttata. Thus, female extra-pair mating might just be the
consequence of the positive selection observed on male extra-pair mating 45. Hence, female
extra-pair mating could be maintained because of the between-sex genetic correlation 45 even if
it is costly for females 42. Notably, the explanations of both schools of thought not only apply
to extra-pair mating but also to polyandry, where a female has multiple males during one
reproductive event without a main pair-bond 46. Taken together, alternative explanations of
extra-pair mating behaviour should gain more attention, which is why scientists suggested to
say farewell to the idea of good genes associated with female extra-pair mating and instead
examine extra-pair mating behaviour in relation to male age 47.
Indeed, the most consistent results in studies of extra-pair paternity are that extra-pair
sires are commonly older than within-pair sires and that older males sire more extra-pair
offspring than younger males (meta-analyses by 33,48,49). The finding of older males gaining
more extra-pair paternity than younger males is suggestive of the hypothesis that male age
signals quality to choosy females because old males have proven their survivability 50,51. Hence,
this finding can be interpreted as evidence for the good-genes hypothesis of increased offspring
viability through female extra-pair mating. However, in a house sparrow population where a
male’s ability to sire extra-pair offspring improves with age before senescence commences 52,
extra-pair offspring were less likely to reproduce compared to within-pair offspring 39 and
males had fewer lifetime young if their father was older 53. Hence, advanced paternal age can
have detrimental effects on offspring quality 53, which might be driven by senescent effects,
such as mutation accumulation, antagonistic pleiotropy or telomere shortening 10. These
findings speak against the female choice hypothesis that suggests that male age signals heritable
genetic quality 54. It is thus questionable whether female choice for male age is beneficial 55 and
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if indirect benefits could outweigh the costs associated with choosing older males. Further,
sperm quality decreases with male age 56–58, so a male’s fertilisation success should decrease with
age too. This actually leads to the expectation that older males should sire fewer extra-pair
offspring than younger males. Yet there is robust evidence for the opposite, though this
relationship is not linear 52. A male might improve his ability to gain extra-pair offspring with
age because he gets better at convincing or coercing females to mate with him 23,51, an idea that
was coined the “male manipulation hypothesis” 49. For instance, years of territory occupancy
correlate with male age 59 and older males are more likely to stay resident 60. Holding a territory
is often a pre-requisite to convince females to mate 61, which could increase the opportunity for
reproductive success, as well as extra-pair copulations 62. A third possibility for the positive
association of male age and extra-pair paternity is within-male changes in post-copulatory
competitiveness (e.g. ejaculate performance), which is indirectly supported because as males
age, they are less likely to get cuckolded by extra-pair males 25. All three ideas: male
manipulation, female choice and post-copulatory competition are presented in detail in
chapter 2 and 4.
1.4. Attributes of male post-copulatory competitiveness
In passerines, the male reproductive system consists of four main components: the testes, the
epididymis, the ductus deferens and the posterior part of the ductus deferens close to the
cloaca, called seminal glomus, which forms the cloacal protuberance during the reproductive
season (Fig. 1). Spermatogenesis (the formation of mature sperm from germ cells) takes place
inside the seminiferous tubules and is relatively fast (approximately 15 days) compared to
human spermatogenesis (approximately 74 days) 18,63. The epididymis is a small structure that
is attached to the testis and stores sperm 64. Apart from storage, the epididymis also plays a role
in post-meiotic sperm maturation increasing sperm velocity and the proportion of motile
sperm 65. Sperm, together with seminal fluid (the non-cellular component of semen including,
for example, water, macromolecules and seminal fluid proteins) 66 then travels down the
ductus deferens where further post-meiotic sperm maturation takes place 67. This transport is
rapid in birds, for example, 24 hours in common quail, Coturnix coturnix, compared to eight
days in brown Norway rats, Rattus norvegicus 68. Eventually, mature sperm are ready for
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ejaculation and stored within the cloacal protuberance at a temperature that is lower than the
passerine’s body temperature 18 , analogous to the human male’s scrotum. This sperm storage
device is a necessary adaptation in passerines that cannot bear the costs of heavy testes 69. The
relative size of the cloacal protuberance positively correlates with copulation frequency across
passerine species and could thus be regarded as an index of the intensity of sperm competition
70.

Figure 1.

Figure 1: The image is from 64. A non-scaled ventral view of parts of the reproductive system of

a sexually active and mature house sparrow male. E: left Epididymis, T: left testis, D: left
ductus deferens, SG: left seminal glomus, R: rectum, CL: cloaca, V: vent, black triangle
indicates the skin of the cloacal protuberance
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For the majority of bird species, reproduction is seasonal and short, especially in higher
latitudes 69. Birds, indeed, invest heavily in rapid sperm production because unlike mammals,
males do not store sperm for a long time 69 and relative testicular mass and spermatogenesis are
positively correlated 69, which means that heavy testes stand for high sperm content in
ejaculates 71. Large testes ensure that males can engage in multiple within- and extra-pair
copulations and minimise the risk of being cuckolded by rivals 18.
Increased investment in reproductive organ growth is especially true for seasonal birds
of temperate zones. Under the influence of the abiotic (e.g. light, temperature, food supply), as
well as the social environment (i.e. access to females for breeding) the male reproductive system
increases in size before it regresses again 18,72. This size increase can be quite intense with, for
instance, a 30-40 fold increase in the size of the seminal glomus and a 300-500 fold increase in
the size of the testes 16. Intriguingly, seasonal growth patterns show changes within males. For
instance, older European starlings, Sturnus vulgaris, double their spermatogenic activity in
their second year of breeding compared to their first year of breeding because their testicular
reactivation is three to four weeks advanced and their testicular regression is two weeks delayed
73.

Just as males compete with each other for access to females, so do sperm compete with
each other for the fertilisation of eggs 74,75. Sperm design is highly conserved across the animal
kingdom, probably because sperm have the precise function to deliver the genetic material to
the female’s egg 76,77. Yet, there is great variation in the universal components of a sperm’s form
77. This variation is best understood as a continuous variation on a single theme: both a sperm’s

ability to outcompete its rivals and avoid being outcompeted 77,78.
In internal fertilisers, sperm competition takes place inside the female and it is clear that
a sperm’s fertilisation success depends on an interaction between males’ sperm and the female
reproductive tract 18. Females actively influence sperm usage, storage and quality (e.g. reviewed
by 79). A phenomenon called “cryptic female choice”, which is challenging to prove, but
empirical data are accumulating 80,81.
Apart from cryptic female choice, sperm fertilisation success depends on sperm quality
and quantity. Sperm quality refers to several sperm traits that affect the fertilisation success of
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the male’s ejaculate when sperm number is controlled for 82. For instance, sperm size, sperm
longevity, and several measures of sperm motility (commonly measured as mobility, velocity
and percentage of mobile sperm) are attributes of sperm quality 82. Sperm size in birds is
heritable 76 and positively correlates with the level of promiscuity within the species, however,
it is unclear if this results from sperm competition, cryptic female choice or an interaction of
both 69. Sperm velocity alone can greatly affect a male’s fertilisation success during sperm
competition 83 and recent seminal fluid proteome analyses in Red junglefowls, Gallus gallus,
suggests that the pathways controlling sperm velocity might be age-dependent 84. Furthermore,
paternity is also determined by the number of sperm a male allocates to fertilisation
(theoretical, comparative and experimental evidence reviewed by 82) and there is compelling
evidence that male birds can strategically respond to the testicular demands of sperm
production by adjusting their sperm number according to female promiscuity, novelty and
quality 85. Yet, despite the development of a theoretical framework of sperm competition
theory almost fifty years ago 75 and descriptive avian sperm biology dating back to the 19th
century 86, there are many avenues in sperm biology that await exploration, for instance, how
sperm traits vary with male age.
1.5. Study species
In the words of Alfred Newton, the founder of the British Ornithological Union, the house
sparrow is “far too well-known to need any description of its appearance or habits” 61. Indeed,
there are at least two monographs dedicated to house sparrows that cover virtually all aspects of
its biology, such as ontogeny, breeding biology and migration patterns 61,87. These monographs
further discuss its close association with humans because house sparrows most prominent
ecological niche is at the side of humans.
What remains to be said is that house sparrows are also one of the few bird species
whose sperm have been studied at the ultra-structural level 88 and therefore, served as a model
system for passerine spermatogenesis. Furthermore, like the majority of surveyed bird species 14,
house sparrows are socially monogamous and genetically promiscuous 61. They are colonial and
their extra-pair paternity rate varies from 1 to 20% of extra-pair offspring among all offspring
89, so sperm competition can occur regularly in house sparrows. Fittingly, house sparrows have
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relatively large testes compared to other passerines 90. Sperm production in house sparrows
further peaks before dawn and copulation rate was observed to peak soon after dawn 91–93.
House sparrows commonly produce between two to four broods containing three to five eggs
61. Their breeding season goes from April to August 61,87 and the seasonal gonadal cycle of male

house sparrows commonly starts and finishes just before and after the breeding season 61. The
gonadal growth coincides with copulations, which start weeks before the female lays the first
egg 61,93; a behaviour whose adaptive significance is unclear 61. Furthermore, house sparrows
commonly perform multiple copulations at once 61; a behaviour that guaranteed them a place
in the classic 14th century literature epitomising unmatched sexual appetite 94. In short, the
house sparrow makes an excellent study species for investigating extra-pair mating and postcopulatory mechanisms.
1.6. Aims and outline
In this thesis, I will introduce some of the components that are important for explaining
variance in extra-pair paternity. I will further validate the current protocol of avian sperm
sampling and suggest an amendment to future studies of avian post-copulatory traits. This was
a necessary step before proceeding to a comparison of differences and similarities in postcopulatory traits in relation to male age. At last, I will quantify the fitness consequences of
extra-pair paternity.
A robust finding in behavioural ecology is that male age predicts the success of gaining
extra-pair paternity 48,49. Incredibly, the mechanisms behind the robust relationship of male
age and extra-pair paternity remain to be revealed. In chapter 2 I introduce two hypotheses
that suggest pre-copulatory mechanisms to be the underlying cause: “the male manipulation
hypothesis” 51,52 and the “female choice hypothesis” 54,95. We tested these hypotheses by
observing the breeding behaviour of captive house sparrows that were kept under conditions
mimicking house sparrows’ complex social environment in the wild. Contrasting predictions
from the male manipulation and female choice hypothesis, there was no link between male age
and extra-pair mating behaviour. This finding is intriguing because it suggests that postcopulatory mechanisms rather than male mating behaviour must be responsible for older males
gaining most extra-pair. Additionally, middle-aged captive males, which would be considered
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old in wild populations, gained most extra-pair paternity and copulations were most successful
when females initiated them, particularly so in an extra-pair context. Thus, chapter 2 also
suggests that female choice is crucial for achieving extra-pair copulations.
Following this, I assessed the adequacy of two methods used for avian sperm sampling
96,97. It is common practice in avian sperm research to mix various methods when sampling

sperm. It is generally assumed that the sampling method does not bias the results and thus the
conclusions drawn. In chapter 3 I test this basic, yet important assumption by using a
randomised experimental design of sperm sampling methods in a captive population of house
sparrows. Contrasting the commonly held assumption, sperm length differed according to the
sampling method used. Thus, practitioners of avian sperm sampling are advised to not mix
methods when sampling sperm in the future or account for methods statistically. The merit of
Chapter 3 hopefully lies in serving as an updated guideline to the community.
Chapter 4 is a logical extension of chapter 2 because in it I hypothesise that male post-

copulatory competitiveness changes with age, which might underlie the observation that older
males sire most extra-pair offspring. I tested this hypothesis both in a captive and wild
population of house sparrows using several proxies of post-copulatory competitiveness. These
proxies were sperm length, the proportion of abnormal sperm, cloacal protuberance volume
and the number of sperm reaching the egg. Only the number of sperm reaching the egg was
related to male age as there were more sperm on egg membranes of females kept with old than
with young males. This numerical difference in sperm number could hint at a post-copulatory
advantage for older compared to younger males. At last, the social environment proved
important because males in mixed-sex aviaries had longer sperm than males kept without
females. Only males in mixed-sex aviaries had the opportunity to copulate with females and
longer sperm could signify a within-male plastic response to a sperm competition environment.
Males copulating with multiple females can achieve fitness benefits compared to
monogamous males. This is a classic assumption of sexual selection theory 6. Yet, there is a lack
of convincing empirical evidence because lifetime monogamy is often difficult if not
impossible to measure in wild populations. In Chapter 5 I use longitudinal data with unusually
accurate estimates of promiscuity, fitness and longevity from wild house sparrows to test if
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promiscuous males indeed achieve fitness benefits compared to monogamous males. Contrary
to theoretical expectation, I show that promiscuity does not maximise male fitness. The results
suggest that monogamy can pay off and that the validity of some of the basic assumptions in
evolutionary ecology need to be reconsidered.
Another aim of mine was to make my work accessible to other researchers and the
public, which is why we published the results in an open access journal 98 and as a pre-print 99
and I deposited the data, as well as my statistical scripts at the Open Science Framework 100,101.
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2. Chapter: Male age is associated with extra-pair paternity, but not
with extra-pair mating behaviour

Antje Girndt, Charlotte Wen Ting Chng, Terry Burke, Julia Schroeder
Available as a preprint at BioRxiv https://doi.org/10.1101/219477 and
submitted to a peer-reviewed journal

2.1. Abstract
Extra-pair paternity is the result of copulation between a female and a male other than her
social partner. In socially monogamous birds, old males are most likely to sire extra-pair
offspring. The male manipulation and female choice hypotheses predict that age-specific male
mating behaviour could explain this old-over-young male advantage. These hypotheses have
been difficult to test because copulations and the individuals involved are hard to observe.
Here, we studied the mating behaviour and pairing contexts of captive house sparrows, Passer
domesticus. Our set-up mimicked the complex social environment experienced by wild house
sparrows. We found that middle-aged males, that would be considered old in natural
populations, gained most extra-pair paternity. However, both female solicitation behaviour
and subsequent extra-pair matings were unrelated to male age. Further, copulations were more
likely when solicited by females than those initiated by males (i.e. unsolicited copulations), and
unsolicited within-pair copulations were more common than unsolicited extra-pair
copulations. To conclude, our results did not support either hypotheses regarding age-specific
male mating behaviour. Instead, female choice, independent of male age, governed copulation
success, especially in an extra-pair context and post-copulatory mechanisms might determine
why older males sire more extra-pair offspring.
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2.2. Introduction
One of the most robust findings in studies of avian extra-pair paternity is that older males sire
more extra-pair offspring than younger males (see meta-analyses in 48,49). What gives older
males the competitive edge over younger males is unclear 49, but the finding has been
considered to provide evidence for the “good genes hypothesis” because older males have
proven their viability 14, and are considered to be of high genetic quality (reviewed by 33,48).
Females might seek copulations from older males to obtain genetic benefits for their offspring
7,50,102, but see 103,104. However, there is opposing, albeit inconclusive, empirical evidence for the

idea that females gain genetic benefits through extra-pair mating 39,40,44.
Extra-pair behaviour involves at least three individuals: the social male, the social
female and one extra-pair male 23. The proximate mechanisms responsible for the positive
association of male age with extra-pair paternity are unclear. It has been suggested that older
males might outcompete younger males for extra-pair mating opportunities 23,51,62 or that
females may simply prefer older males as extra-pair partners 105,106. Alternatively, older males
might outcompete younger males post-copulatory through better sperm competition 107. Here,
we test whether older males are better at achieving extra-pair copulations and paternity, and
how female solicitation is associated with extra-pair mating.
It has been suggested that older males are more experienced than younger males and
better at convincing or forcing females to mate with them 23,51,62. Hence, older males are
predicted to obtain more extra-pair copulations than younger males. This was coined “the male
manipulation hypothesis” 52. Through coercive mating, older males are also predicted to
achieve more within-pair copulations 23. Measuring the frequency of extra-pair copulations in
wild populations, especially in non-colonial breeding birds, is difficult because extra-pair
copulations can be secretive 28. Several studies have analysed the copulation frequency or
display rates of males in relation to their age in birds, e.g. 107,108 and primates 109,110. However,
we are aware of only one study on the relationship between extra-pair copulations and male
age; this showed that extra-pair mating attempts did not correlate with the estimated age of
male razorbills, Alca torda, (N = 15 males) 111.
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The pattern of older males gaining more extra-pair paternity could also be caused by
the mating behaviour of the female. The female choice hypothesis is supported by theoretical
analysis 54 but less so by empirical evidence: while a meta-analysis found some support for
female birds preferring to copulate with older males 112, a follow-up review reported mixed
results 113. The female-choice hypothesis is commonly tested by using extra-pair offspring as a
proxy, e.g. 49,114, instead of measuring female choice directly, but see 95 for a behavioural
approach in the wild. This is a limitation because the number of extra-pair offspring reflects
only the extra-pair copulations that led to fertilisation, but not how female choice for older
extra-pair males is expressed in females behaviourally. For instance, females could either resist
extra-pair mating attempts by older males until the costs of resistance are too great, and hence
adopt a convenience polyandry strategy sensu 23, or they might actively solicit extra-pair
copulations from older males.
We used a captive population of house sparrows of known ages to distinguish between
those different strategies. We studied the copulation behaviour of both males and females in a
semi-natural set-up. House sparrows are particularly suitable to test the predictions of the male
manipulation 23,62 and female choice hypotheses 115 because, like most passerines, house
sparrows are socially monogamous but sexually promiscuous. This means that a male and a
female stay together for one, or more often multiple, breeding attempt(s) 61, but copulations
with an individual other than the social mate are evident from paternity analyses 39. Further,
male age is the most robust predictor of extra-pair paternity in house sparrows 48,49.
In our set-up, males and females were kept in communal groups to mimic the
gregarious colony structures found in wild house sparrow populations 61. This laboratory
environment has the advantage that females can choose among multiple males for within- and
extra-pair mating and copulation behaviour can be measured. We first studied (1) the
association between extra-pair paternity and male age. We then tested the following predictions
from the (2) male manipulation, and (3) female choice hypotheses, and also (4) whether realised
extra-pair paternity is a good proxy for copulation behaviour: (1) We predicted that extra-pair
paternity should be positively associated with male age. (2) If older males are better at creating
extra-pair opportunities, then we further predict that older males will have more extra-pair
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copulations. (3) We predict that females solicit more often to older than younger males for
both within-and extra-pair copulations and that female solicitation should increase the
probability of both within- and extra-pair copulations. Finally, (4) we tested the prediction
that the number of extra-pair offspring correlates with extra-pair copulation behaviour.
2.3. Methods
Study population and experimental breeding set-up
Birds were kept at the Max Planck Institute for Ornithology in Seewiesen, Germany and
looked after as described in 98. The population consisted of wild-caught house sparrows born
in 2005 and 2006 and their offspring born in captivity 116. Males and females were assigned to
four aviaries each measuring 3.6 m x 4.0 m x 2.2 m. Per aviary, we had a similar number of
males and females, between 21 and 24 pairs, at equal sex ratios and uniform age distributions
and there was no evidence for age-assortative mating in our four populations (N = 75 social
pairs, Spearman rank correlation, rho = -0.05, P = 0.66). Birds were between one and ten years
old but we lacked males aged two, four and six to seven years (Table A4 in the appendix gives
detail of the age structures and densities per aviary).
House sparrows are hole-nesting passerines that use nest boxes for breeding 60, so all
aviaries were equipped with sufficient individually marked nest boxes to accommodate the
respective numbers of pairs plus one extra nest box to reduce competition for sites, e.g. 22 nest
boxes for an aviary that held 21 pairs of birds. All birds had ad libitum access to food and water
98, and to nesting material such as hay, horse hair and coconut fibre. Further, each bird was

equipped with a combination of a uniquely-numbered metal ring and three coloured plastic
rings to allow identification.
Paternity analysis
Nest boxes were monitored daily. Five to seven days after females initiated incubation, we
collected all eggs for parentage analysis, and replaced eggs with fake plaster eggs, resembling
house sparrow eggs, to retain natural breeding sequences. We used 12 microsatellite markers 117
(Ase18, Pdo1, Pdo3, Pdo5, Pdo6, Pdo9, Pdo10, Pdo16, Pdo17, Pdo19, Pdo22, Pdo27) and the
procedures described in 117 for genotyping. Cervus version 3.0.7. 118 was used to establish genetic
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parentage. We first assigned putative mothers from behavioural observations and then, in a
second step, we used the confirmed maternity and allowed for all males per aviary to be sires to
determine paternity. Of 405 embryos, 400 could be assigned to genetic sires with 95%
confidence. For the remaining five embryos, genetic paternity could not be established.
Behavioural observations
Behavioural observations were made daily from 15 April – 18 June 2015, which represents the
beginning and the middle of house sparrow’s breeding season 61. Daily behavioural
observations were started between 07:00−07:30 and were recorded live using a Zeiss Victory, 10
x 42 mm, binocular, mostly by CWCT. Three co-workers substituted CWCT on six successive
days. Observers were blind with regard to the age and pairing status of individuals when
recording birds’ behaviour. As the four aviaries were too large to be observed with an
unobstructed view, we divided each aviary into three same-sized sections (see appendix Fig. A2
and Fig. A3). Each aviary section was observed separately for 10 to 15 minutes resulting in a total
observation time of two to three hours per day. The order of the observations of each aviary
section was randomised, using the function “sample” in R version 3.2.1 119, to ensure that
observations were not compromised by potential order effects. We identified pair-bonds and
nest box owners by later analysing which birds were seen repeatedly at or in each nest box,
attending and building nests, and which birds laid and incubated eggs. These criteria were
sensible because house sparrows do not engage in pair-bond formation behaviour such as
allopreening 61. Instead, house sparrows commonly initiate pair-bonds after a male has
procured a nest site, and the repeated presence of a male and a female at the nest is a strong
indication of their pair-bond 61,120.
We also observed individual copulation behaviour. A male house sparrow displays by
approaching a female, lifting his wings slightly, hopping around her vigorously, and vocalising
continuously before attempting to mount her 121. Male house sparrows can also attempt
copulation during communal chases of a single female but these chases, while vigorous, rarely
result in successful copulations 122. When females initiate copulation, they adopt a crouching
position with their wings quivering and their posterior end held upright (see the video file at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k13qyPwcb_g). This female behaviour is referred to as
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solicitation and is distinct from a female’s passive cooperation in a male initiated copulation
(i.e. raising her tail and leaning forward to accept a male mating attempt) 61,121. We refer to a
male initiated copulation as an unsolicited copulation in this manuscript. We recorded both a
male display and a female solicit, together with the identities of the individuals involved.
Subsequently, we recorded whether solicited or unsolicited mating attempts were successful,
i.e. resulted in copulation, where a male mounted a female and both individuals bent their tails
for a cloacal kiss 123. In house sparrows, mating behaviour involves copulation bouts comprised
of repeated rapid mountings that do or do not include cloacal contact 61. The adaptive
significance of copulation bouts is not well understood but their occurrence outside the
breeding season 122 highlights that, apart from fertilisation, repeated mounting might be
important for pair formation 122. We used the number of copulation bouts comprising at least
one copulation rather than the number of mountings, together with the identities of
individuals, in subsequent analyses of whether mating took place within or outside of a pair.
Ethical note
This study was approved by the Government of Bavaria (Nr 311.5-5682.1/1-2014-024) and the
Animal Care and Ethics Committee of the Max Planck Institute for Ornithology. Further,
behavioural observations and animal husbandry adhered to the directives 2010/63/EU of the
European Parliament on the protection of animals used for scientific purposes.
Statistical analyses
We used generalised linear models (GLM) and generalised linear mixed effects models
(GLMMs,) with a binomial error distribution and a logit-link function to test the questions
outlined below. In all models, male age was added as continuous mean centred and scaled
explanatory variable, so that the variable male age was measured as the number of standard
deviations (SD) from the mean. Aviary identity was included as a fixed effect in all analyses
because with only four levels it could not be fitted as a random effect 124.
a) Male age and its association with extra-pair paternity
Using a GLM, we tested whether male age (explanatory variable) positively predicted extra-pair
paternity by fitting the number of extra-pair offspring as a column-bind proportional response
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variable (i.e. number of extra-pair offspring, number of within-pair offspring). We used a
proportional response variable rather than a Poisson GLM because the number of extra-pair
offspring was low (overall mean 0.10 extra-pair offspring/offspring) and to adjust for the effect
that males that achieve higher paternity inevitably have higher detection rates of extra-pair
paternity 125. As the relationship between extra-pair paternity and male age was expected to be
non-linear 52, we added a quadratic age term as an explanatory variable to the model. We
excluded 11 males that were unpaired and thus could be considered floaters 126. However,
qualitatively, the results remained similar to when floaters were included (appendix Table A5).
The total sample size, excluding floaters, was 75 males.
b) Male manipulation hypothesis
Here, we assessed whether male extra-pair mating behaviour was positively associated with
male age (explanatory variable fitted as both a linear and quadratic age term) by using two
proportional response variables. The first response variable was the column-bound proportion
of a male's extra- to within-pair mating attempts (i.e. number of extra-pair mating attempts,
number of within-pair mating attempts). We excluded two outliers that caused overdispersion
127 but first established that this decision did not mediate our analysis by re-running the analysis

including the two outliers and confirming that the results were qualitatively similar. The
second response variable was the column-bind proportion of a male's extra-pair to within-pair
copulations (i.e. number of extra-pair copulations, number of within-pair copulations). For
both analyses, we again excluded 11 male floaters 126 but the results remained similar when
floaters were included (appendix Table A6). Also, four males were paired to two females
simultaneously, they were polygynous. For the latter males, we summed the mating attempts
and copulations for both their pair-bonds and only considered mating attempts and
copulations outside their two pair-bonds as extra-pair. Note, that including a quadratic age
term showed no effect and was therefore not included in the final models. The total sample
size, without floaters, was 75 males for the mating attempts GLM and 74 males for the
copulation GLM.
c) Female choice hypothesis
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To assess how female choice affects the likelihood of copulation, we fitted the probability of
whether a mating attempt led to copulation (“yes” or “no”) as a response variable in a GLMM.
Female solicitation (“solicited”, “not solicited”) and pairing context (“within”- or “extra-pair”
were categorical explanatory variables as well as the interaction between both. Male age was
added as an explanatory variable, including a quadratic age term. Having both female
solicitation and male age as predictors in the same model was justified because there was no
association between male age and female solicitation behaviour (appendix Table A3), which
implies that the effects can be interpreted independently from each other and the analyses did
not suffer from collinearity. We excluded five floaters present in this dataset, but the analysis
including male floaters yielded similar results (appendix Table A7). Again, only mating
attempts and copulations outside both pair-bonds for polygynous males were considered to be
extra-pair. The total sample size was 381 copulations attempts involving 71 males, excluding
floaters. As repeated measures were obtained across males and females, male and female IDs
were added as a random intercept.
d) Extra-pair offspring as a proxy for extra-pair copulations
Finally, we tested whether the number of observed extra-pair offspring was correlated with the
number of observed extra-pair copulations using a Spearman rank correlation test.
We used R version 3.4.1 119 and the package “lme4” 128 to run models. We then used the
package “arm” and the function “sim” to simulate values from the posterior distributions (N =
2000 draws) of the model parameters from lme4, assuming non-informative priors. From the
simulated values, we extracted 95% Credible Intervals (CrI), based on the 2.5% and 97.5%
quantiles of the posterior distributions 129. The CrI represent the uncertainty of our estimates
but we also used them for statistical significance testing because CrI not overlapping zero can
be interpreted as a Frequentist P-value < 0.05 127. For all models, we followed the
recommendation in 127,130 to ensure that model assumptions and fit were met, including
checking for overdispersion and multi-collinearity.
Data Availability
All datasets are available at the Open Science Framework https://osf.io/fyurg/ .
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2.4. Results
Male age and its association with extra-pair paternity
Across the 400 embryos, 40 were extra-pair (i.e. 10% of all offspring). This value is lower than a
recent report on a wild house sparrow population, where 17.5% of all young were extra-pair 39.
Across broods (N = 119), 25 broods contained at least one extra-pair offspring (i.e. 21% of all
broods).
We found that extra-pair paternity and male age showed a statistically significant and
non-linear relationship in our population: middle-aged males (i.e. 5 years old) sired the highest
proportion of extra-pair offspring (Table 1, Fig. 2), e.g. 15% of middle-aged males’ offspring
were extra-pair.
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Figure 2.

Figure 2: Proportion of extra-pair offspring in relation to the age of male house sparrows (N =

75 males). Middle-aged males sired most extra-pair offspring. We show the average population
regression line from the GLM (black line) with CrI (grey area). Open circles represent
individual data offset at the x-axis to aid visualization.

Male manipulation hypothesis
We observed a total of 463 mating attempts, ranging from 0 to 28 per male, and could confirm
occurrence of copulation, solicitation as well as the identities of the male and female in 425 of
these 463 mating attempts (i.e. 8.3% compromised observations). 107 male mating attempts
(23.4%) were directed towards an extra-pair female. Male age did not predict the proportion of
extra-pair mating attempts (estimated effect size 0.07 (CrI: -0.19 to 0.33, N = 73 males, Fig. 2.1.a,
full model output in appendix Table A1a). Further, we observed a total of 170 copulations,
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ranging from 0 to 13 per male. Of these, 27 copulations (19.3%) were with an extra-pair female.
Similar to mating attempts, male age did not affect the proportion of extra-pair copulations
(estimated effect size 0.03 (CrI: -0.51 to 0.57, N = 74 males, Fig. 2.1.b, full model output in
appendix Table A1b). Additionally, male age was not associated with the total number of
mating attempts or copulations (appendix Table A2). Notably, 29 of 174 individuals (16.7%,
nine males and 20 females) were never observed to be sexually active (i.e. attempting to mate or
copulate). Three of these nine sexually inactive males and nine of the 20 sexually inactive
females achieved genetic parentage, which means that they copulated unnoticed and represent
the subset of individuals that we did not observe.
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Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1.: Extra-pair mating behaviour in relation to age in male house sparrows. Neither the

proportion of extra-pair mating attempts (a) (N = 73 males) nor the proportion of extra-pair
copulations (b) (N = 74 males) was explained by the age of males. Circles represent individual
data and are scaled according to the number of males of a certain age that were (light grey) or
were not observed (dark grey) as sexually active.
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Female choice hypothesis
A within-pair mating attempt was about four-fold and an extra-pair mating attempt about 17fold more likely to lead to copulation when they were female-solicited compared to mating
attempts that were unsolicited (Table 1.1., Fig. 2.2.). Further, solicited within-pair and extra-pair
copulations were equally common but only 4.3% of unsolicited extra-pair mating attempts led
to copulation, compared with 19.1% in within-pair matings (Table 1.1., Fig. 2.2.). The ages of
males were not associated with the success of extra-pair or within-pair mating attempts (Table
2). Additionally, the number of unsolicited extra-pair mating attempts was almost double that
of solicited extra-pair mating attempts (54 male attempts versus 29 female attempts, binomial
test P < 0.01, Fig. 2.2.), while the numbers for within-pair mating attempts were more balanced
between the sexes (159 male attempts versus 139 female attempts, binomial test P = 0.27, Fig.
2.2.).
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Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Mating attempts leading to copulation in house sparrows in relation to female

solicitation and pairing status (N = 381 mating attempts). Female solicitation statistically
significantly increased the likelihood of copulation. The effect depended on the pairing
context: without female solicitation, copulations were more common with the social male than
with an extra-pair male. Unsolicited (i.e. male-initiated) mating attempts were least successful.
Filled dots represent posterior model means and the horizontal dashed lines were added to help
visualisation. Vertical lines represent CrI.

Extra-pair offspring as a proxy for extra-pair copulations
The number of extra-pair copulations was not correlated with the number of extra-pair
offspring (N = 85 males, Spearman rank correlation, rho = 0.15, P = 0.16, Fig. 2.3.). Of the 85
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males in this analysis, 55 males attempted extra-pair mating and 20 subsequently copulated
with an extra-pair female compared to 53 out of 85 males that achieved within-pair copulations
(see appendix Fig. A1 for the correlation of within-pair copulations with within-pair offspring,
Spearman rank correlation, rho = 0.33, P < 0.01). It does not seem reasonable to assume that
extra-pair correlations correlate as strongly with paternity as within-pair copulations131. Still, we
cannot exclude the possibility that the lack of correlation reflects missing observations. There
was no difference between the average age of males that were observed performing an extrapair copulation (mean age 4.5 years, N = 20 males) and those that were not (mean age 4.6 years,
N = 65 males, unpaired t-test t36.54 = 0.17, P = 0.87).
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Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3.: Individual data of extra-pair copulations and extra-pair offspring (N = 85 males).

The number of extra-pair copulations was not correlated with the number of extra-pair
offspring.

2.5. Discussion
In the wild, house sparrows that reach adulthood live on average for 3.4 years, and up to a
maximum of 13 years 61,132. Our finding that middle-aged males, old birds in the wild 52,61,
produced most extra-pair offspring mirrors the results in a wild house sparrow population,
where extra-pair paternity increased with age in males before showing a decline 52. The precise
age of individuals is known in both studies, which allows extremely old males to be identified
and a quadratic age effect on extra-pair paternity to be detected. Further, we did not find an
association between extra-pair mating and male age or female choice and male age. Our results
imply that male age may not be an important predictor of extra-pair mating behaviour, and
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our results thus do not support the male manipulation hypothesis 23,62 nor the female choice
hypothesis 105,106.
Male age is the best predictor of extra-pair paternity in wild birds 48, and our work
confirms this in captivity too. Male age and extra-pair mating behaviour, however, were not
associated and thus other mechanisms than mating behaviour could drive the relationship
between extra-pair paternity and male age. Older males may outcompete younger males via
post-copulatory mechanisms; for instance, if older males were better sperm competitors
because of larger testes 133. Alternatively, across iteroparous taxa, individuals show a peak in
offspring production before reproductive senescence commences, due to better access to
resources 20 or simply because older individuals have more opportunities to encounter females
134. As our study used a one-point-in-time sampling approach for all individuals, ensured an

equal opportunity for males to encounter females and ad libitum access to crucial resources
such as nest sites, nesting material and food, the statistically significant non-linear relationship
between extra-pair paternity and male age could be the result of post-copulatory mechanisms
that favoured fertilisation by older males.
Our study tested for a correlation of extra-pair mating with male age using, to our best
knowledge for the first time, a communal breeding set-up of birds of known ages. In our four
populations, older males did not attempt nor achieve more extra-pair copulations than
younger males. A possible limitation is that a competitive component to an old male mating
advantage would have been reduced per individual with our set-up because we increased the
number of old males (i.e. our populations did not represent the typical age pyramid found in
wild populations: many young and few old individuals). Yet, we predicted an overall effect of
male age on extra-pair mating behaviour and reducing the number of males at old ages
experimentally would have reduced the chance of detecting a population effect. What might be
the most prominent feature of our captive breeding design is the spatial proximity between
territories, i.e. nest boxes. Spatial proximity eliminates costs of forays into neighbouring
territories 23 and creates opportunities for intrusion that could have elevated the frequency of
extra-pair copulations for all males. With close proximity between territories, male precopulatory display will also reach multiple females simultaneously 135, which might further
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increase the frequency of extra-pair mating behaviour, and the proportion of extra-pair young
136, but see 16. However, even if extra-pair mating behaviour had been elevated by our captive

set-up, we have still underestimated the number of extra-pair copulations (Fig. 2.3.) but also
within-pair copulations (appendix Fig. A3).
Proving that females are making an active mate choice is not straightforward 137. In
captivity, choice chamber tests are often used but these do not necessarily reflect female
copulation behaviour (see 138 for a summary). In the wild, extra-pair offspring are used as a
proxy, e.g. 114, but a bias towards older fathers does not necessarily mean that females prefer to
copulate with older males. We combined the best of both approaches by allowing females to
choose among multiple males of different ages and studying copulation behaviour directly. We
found that female solicitation was not associated with male age (appendix Table A3). This
contrasts with an experimental study where the social mates of western bluebird, Sialia
mexicana, females were removed: subsequently, females were more likely to accept copulations
from intruding males older than their own, absent mate 95. Differences are anticipated even
within species because females will vary in their impetus to copulate promiscuously 30. Whilst
our study does not reveal which traits, if any, females prefer in males 45, it suggests that male age
does not predict whether females solicit copulations or not.
Mating attempts were statistically significantly most likely to succeed when females
solicited males. That female cooperation is important for copulations is not surprising in
species without intromittent organs 139. Also, greater female cooperation towards within-pair
than to extra-pair mating has been shown before, e.g. 140 but see 29,111. Our study takes these
findings a step further by showing that the likeliness of a copulation is most dependent on
whether it was solicited by a female, not just her cooperation, especially so for extra-pair
copulations. We also observed that males, not females, mostly initiated extra-pair mating
attempts, which makes sense as the incentive for a female to cheat is lower than for a male 7, yet
only 4.3% of these unsolicited extra-pair mating attempts led to copulation. Despite their
markedly reduced success, the probability of an unsolicited extra-pair mating succeeding in
copulation was between 0.8–14% (see CrI in Fig. 2.2.), which would be enough for selection to
act upon, given that the behaviour is linked to reproductive success. In several species, extra-
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pair copulations have been found to not result in extra-pair paternity 141–143 but this was not the
case in our study. It would be informative to compare the fertilisation efficiency of solicited
versus unsolicited extra-pair copulations in future work.
Females actively solicited promiscuous copulations but, in contrast, convenience
polyandry, i.e. females giving in to extra-pair males 23, seems to play a minor role in house
sparrows. Female extra-pair behaviour could be explained by indirect selection for alleles that
increase male promiscuity 45. Intriguingly, whilst copulations initiated by females were more
successful than those initiated by males, the former were not always successful: approximately
25% of solicitations did not result in a cloacal kiss. There were multiple reasons for mating
attempts failing, such as the clumsiness of the couple, or disturbance by conspecifics, which
corroborates observations on mating behaviour in zebra finches 45 but we also witnessed males
ignoring female solicitation. A male’s refusal to copulate might be explained by a physiological
constraint in house sparrows because males can become ejaculate-depleted within a day 90. It
would be interesting to quantify and better understand the occurrence of male resistance to
female mating attempts in future studies.
Our study showed that extra-pair paternity is unlikely to predict extra-pair copulations
well, given that male initiated extra-pair mating attempts were mostly unsuccessful. Also, one
could expect the relationship between extra-pair copulations and extra-pair paternity to be
weaker compared to that between within-pair copulations and within-pair paternity 131. A lack
of a relationship between extra-pair copulations and paternity is, however, biologically
implausible and future work should reveal the strength of relationship between extra-pair
mating and extra-pair paternity.
To conclude, the observation that females responded more cooperatively to copulation
attempts by their social male than by an extra-pair male also emphasises a function of the pairbond that precedes biparental care. Females also solicited extra-pair copulations, highlighting
that extra-pair courtship, despite being male-driven, is a mating strategy adopted by both sexes,
the success of which is mainly under female control in house sparrows. Extra-pair copulation
will allow some males to increase their reproductive success, and post-copulatory mechanisms
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might be responsible for the robust correlation between extra-pair paternity and male age in
birds.
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Table 1.

proportion of extra-pair paternity

Fixed effects

(intercept)
male age
male age2

estimate (lower CrI to upper CrI)
-1.50 (-2.11 to -0.88)
0.81 (0.31 to 1.32)
-0.61 (-1.06 to -0.16)

aviary B

0.18 (-0.70 to 1.06)

aviary C

-0.38 (-1.39 to 0.61)

aviary D

-1.15 (-2.20 to -0.10)

The proportion of extra-pair paternity showed a statistically significant quadratic relationship
with male age (N = 75 males). Results are from a GLM assuming a binomial error distribution
(logit-link function). Male age was centred and scaled. Extra-pair to within-pair offspring was
fitted as a proportional response variable. We show the model’s posterior means and CrI. CrI
interpreted as statistically significant are in bold.
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Table 1.1.
probability of female solicitation

estimate (lower CrI to upper CrI)
Fixed effects

(intercept)
solicited

-1.32 (-1.98 to -0.62)
2.45 (1.88 to 3)

extra-pair

-1.87 (-3.45 to -0.28)

male age

-0.03 (-0.36 to 0.30)

male age2

-0.05 (-0.41 to 0.29)

solicited * extra-pair

1.84 (0.01 to 3.65)

aviary B

-0.27 (-1.04 to 0.54)

aviary C

0.16 ( -0.98 to 0.57)

aviary D

-0.19 (-0.98 to 0.56)

Random effects

male ID
female ID

0.17 (0.12 to 0.23)
0 (0 to 0)

Female solicitation had a statistically significant positive effect on whether a copulation
occurred (N = 381 mating attempts). In the absence of female solicitation, extra-pair
copulations were statistically significantly less common than within-pair copulations. Results
are from a GLMM with a binomial error distribution (logit-link function). Female solicitation
(“solicited”, “not solicited”) and pairing status (“within”- or “extra-pair”) were categorical fixed
effects as well as the interaction of female solicitation and pairing status. Male age was centred
and scaled and the outcome variable was a binary response of a mating attempt leading to
copulation (“yes”, “no”. We show the model’s posterior means and CrI. CrI interpreted as
statistically significant are in bold.
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2.8. Appendix
Table A1.
a) proportion of extra-pair mating attempts

estimate (lower CrI to upper CrI)
Fixed effects

(intercept)

-1.24 (-1.76 to -0.69)

male age

0.07 (-0.19 to 0.33)

male age2

-0.07 (-0.40 to 0.26)

aviary B

0.30 (-0.37 to 0.95)

aviary C

0.06 (-0.66 to 0.72)

aviary D

-0.13 (-0.82 to 0.54)
b) proportion of extra-pair copulations

Fixed effects

(intercept)
male age

-1.08 (-1.94 to -0.27)
0.03 (-0.51 to 0.57)

male age2

-0.38 (-0.97 to 0.20)

aviary B

-0.34 (-1.58 to 0.93)

aviary C

0.22 (-0.80 to 1.28)

aviary D

-1.04 (-2.33 to 0.30)

Neither the proportion of extra-pair mating attempts (a) (N = 73 males) nor the proportion of
extra-pair copulations (b) (N = 74 males) was explained by the age of male house sparrows
excluding floaters 126. Results are from a GLM, assuming a binomial error distribution (logitlink function). Male age was centred and scaled. A) Extra- to within-pair mating attempts and
b) extra- to within-pair copulations were fitted as a proportional response variable. We show
the model’s posterior means and CrI. CrI interpreted as statistically significant are in bold.
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Table A2.
a) total number of mating attempts

estimate (lower CrI to upper CrI)
Fixed effects

(intercept)

1.76 (1.52 to 1.98)

male age

-0.04 (-0.15 to 0.08)

male age2

-0.07 (-0.20 to 0.06)

aviary B

-0.12 (-0.39 to 0.18)

aviary C

0.11 (-0.16 to 0.38)

aviary D

0.17 (-0.10 to 0.43)
b) total number of copulations

Fixed effects

(intercept)

0.87 (0.50 to 1.21)

male age

-0.02 (-0.19 to 0.17)

male age2

-0.12 (-0.34 to 0.10)

aviary B

-0.63 (-1.17 to -0.09)

aviary C

0.13 (-0.31 to 0.56)

aviary D

0.25 (-0.18 to 0.66)

Neither the total number of mating attempts (a) (N = 73 males) nor the total number of
copulations (b) (N = 74 males) was explained by the age of male house sparrows, excluding
floaters. Results are from a GLM, assuming a Poisson error distribution (log-link function).
Male age was centred and scaled. We show the model’s posterior means and CrI. CrI
interpreted as statistically significant are in bold.
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Table A3.
probability of female solicitation

estimate (lower CrI to upper CrI)
Fixed effects

(intercept)

-0.16 (-0.75 to 0.44)

male age

0.13 (-0.16 to 0.43)

male age2

-0.13 ( -0.44 to 0.18)

aviary B

-0.56 (-1.32 to 0.12)

aviary C

0.09 (-0.64 to 0.84)

aviary D

0.31 (-0.39 to 1.07)

Random effects

male ID

0.42 (0.30 to 0.54)

Male age (N = 77 males) did not explain the probability of solicitation (449 observations) in
house sparrows, excluding floaters. Results are from a GLMM assuming a binomial error
distribution (logit-link function). Male age was centred and scaled and the outcome variable
was a binary response of solicitation (“yes”, “no”). We show the model’s posterior means and
CrI. CrI interpreted as statistically significant are in bold.
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Table A4.

aviary A

age in years

aviary B

males females
N=
N=

aviary C

aviary D

males females males females
N=
N=
N=
N=

males females
N=
N=

1

8

8

8

9

8

5

7

6

2

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

3

2

2

2

5

2

4

3

5

5

6

6

6

4

4

4

5

5

8 - 10

5

5

8

6

7

6

6

5

21

21

24

24

21

21

21

21

total number

We aimed at similar sample sizes per age and sex in our four house sparrow populations: young
breeders (one to three years old), middle-aged breeders (five-year-old) and old breeders (eight to
ten years old).
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Table A5.
proportion of extra-pair paternity

estimate (lower CrI to upper CrI)
Fixed effects

(intercept)
male age

-1.29 (-1.88 to -0.70)
0.69 (0.24 to 1.15)

male age2

-0.57 (-1.04 to -0.11)

aviary B

-0.01 (-0.90 to 0.90)

aviary C

-0.58 (-1.61 to 0.43)

aviary D

-1.33 (-2.36 to -0.30)

The proportion of extra-pair paternity in relation to the age of male house sparrows, including
unpaired males, i.e. floaters 126, showed a significant quadratic relationship with male age (N =
86 males). Results are from a GLM assuming a binomial error distribution (logit-link
function). Male age was centred and scaled. Extra-pair to within-pair offspring was fitted as a
proportional response variable. We show the model’s posterior means and 95% Credible
Intervals (CrI). CrI interpreted as statistically significant are in bold.
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Table A6.
a) proportion of extra-pair mating attempts

estimate (lower CrI to upper CrI)
Fixed effects

(intercept)

-1.21 (-1.74 to -0.68)

male age

0.16 (-0.09 to 0.41)

male age2

0.01 (-0.31 to 0.31)

aviary B

0.23 (-0.44 to 0.91)

aviary C

0.05 (-0.59 to 0.73)

aviary D

-0.15 (-0.81 to 0.52)
b) the proportion of extra-pair copulations

estimate (lower CrI to upper CrI)
Fixed effects

(intercept)

-1.08 (-1.93 to -0.24)

male age

0.03 (-0.50 to 0.59)

male age2

-0.38 (-0.98 to 0.18)

aviary B

-0.34 (-1.63 to 0.99)

aviary C

0.22 (-0.90 to 1.28)

aviary D

-1.04 (-2.35 to 0.23)

Neither the proportion of extra-pair mating attempts (a) (N = 84 males) nor the proportion of
extra-pair copulations (b) (N = 85 males) was explained by the age of male house sparrows,
including floaters. Results are from a GLM, assuming a binomial error distribution (logit-link
function). Male age was centred and scaled. A) Extra- to within-pair mating attempts and b)
extra- to within-pair copulations were fitted as a proportional response variable. We show the
model’s posterior means and CrI. CrI interpreted as statistically significant are in bold.
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Table A7.

probability of female solicitation

estimate (lower CrI to upper CrI)
Fixed effects

(intercept)
solicited

-1.32 (-2 to -0.64)
2.44 (1.88 to 2.98)

extra-pair

-1.94 (-3.45 to -0.46)

male age

-0.04 (-0.38 to 0.28)

male age2

-0.04 (-0.40 to 0.29)

solicited * extra-pair

1.77 (0 to 3.53)

aviary B

-0.27 (-1.08 to 0.60)

aviary C

-0.02 (-0.83 to 0.82)

aviary D

-0.19 (-0.94 to 0.66)

Random effects

male ID
female ID

0.22 (0.16 to 0.30)
0 (0 to 0)

Female solicitation had a significant positive effect on whether a copulation occurred in house
sparrows, including floaters (N = 391 mating attempts). In the absence of female solicitation,
extra-pair copulations were significantly less common than within-pair copulations. Results are
from a GLMM with a binomial error distribution (logit-link function). Female solicitation
(“solicited”, “not solicited”) and pairing status (“within”- or “extra-pair”) were categorical fixed
effects as well as the interaction of female solicitation and pairing status. Male age was centred
and scaled and the outcome variable was a binary response of a mating attempt leading to
copulation (“yes”, “no”). We show the model’s posterior means and CrI. CrI interpreted as
statistically significant are in bold.
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Figure A1. Individual data of within-pair copulations and within-pair offspring (N = 85

males). The number of within-pair copulations was correlated with the number of within-pair
offspring (Spearman rank correlation, rho = 0.33, P < 0.01)
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Figure A2. Schematic unscaled bird's eye view of two of the four house sparrow aviaries.

Numbered squares illustrate nest boxes. Red-bordered squares are nest boxes that were fitted
above each other, displaced by 30 cm. For example, in aviary B, nest box 99 was fitted 30 cm
above nest box 97. Vertical bold lines represent aviary walls. Vertical interrupted lines highlight
single open sections within each aviary. The dashed lines represent the outer-wall that was
covered with mesh wire. Observations were performed daily through the window into each
individual section over a period of three months during the breeding season.
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Figure A3. Example view of one house sparrow aviary section. Observations were performed in

close proximity to the aviary section window but in contrast to the photograph the observer
could see the whole aviary section and not just the upper part. Photograph courtesy of
Charlotte Wen Ting Chng.
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3. Chapter: Method matters: experimental evidence for shorter avian
sperm in faecal compared to abdominal massage samples

Antje Girndt, Glenn Cockburn, Alfredo Sánchez-Tójar, Hanne Løvlie, Julia Schroeder
Published by PLOS One https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0182853
3.1. Abstract
Birds are model organisms in sperm biology. Previous work in zebra finches, suggested that
sperm sampled from males' faeces and ejaculates do not differ in size. Here, we tested this
assumption in a captive population of house sparrows, Passer domesticus. We compared sperm
length in samples from three collection techniques: female dummy, faecal and abdominal
massage samples. We found that sperm were significantly shorter in faecal than abdominal
massage samples, which was explained by shorter heads and midpieces, but not flagella. This
result might indicate that faecal sampled sperm could be less mature than sperm collected by
abdominal massage. The female dummy method resulted in an insufficient number of
experimental ejaculates because most males ignored it. In light of these results, we recommend
using abdominal massage as a preferred method for avian sperm sampling. Where avian sperm
cannot be collected by abdominal massage alone, we advise controlling for sperm sampling
protocol statistically.
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3.2. Introduction
Male competition over access to females, and sperm competition over fertilisation of eggs, are
two sides of the same coin − both determine male reproductive success and ultimately fitness
5,19. In sexually reproducing species, males compete with each other for access to mates, and

when a male fails to secure exclusive copulation rights, his sperm need to outcompete rivals'
sperm in fertilising eggs 75. Sperm competition is ubiquitous across taxa and an important part
of sexual selection 5,112. Thus, one eminent interest of evolutionary biologists is to understand
which traits predict the competitiveness of sperm and thus the likeliness to win the sperm race.
In sperm evolutionary ecology research, sperm size and shape matters. Sperm length
commonly correlates positively with sperm swimming speed 144–146, but see 79, comparative
sperm morphometry (i.e. measured dimensions of different sperm components) is used to
reveal phylogenetic relationships and predict sperm energetics 147,148, and variation in sperm
morphometry can be indicative of the intensity of sperm competition within species 149–151. In
birds, sperm competition is widespread because of frequent extra-pair copulations in socially
monogamous species, polyandrous mating systems or rapid mate switching 18.
Avian sperm biologists have successfully adopted semen collection techniques from the
poultry industry 152 and thus can sample sperm from birds with relative ease 153. Techniques
that minimise handling stress and are applicable in the field are desirable because non-domestic
birds are often of conservation concern and cannot be kept in captivity. Avian faecal sperm
sampling is advocated as a simple and non-invasive alternative to other methods of sperm
collection 97. This technique uses the pathway of passively lost sperm during defaecation to
obtain sperm in reproductively active males 92. An intial study on ten zebra finches,
Taeniopygia guttata, comparing sperm from faeces and sperm ejaculated into a stuffed female
dummy, showed no morphological difference between sperm from both collection techniques
97. Consequently, sperm collection techniques, such as faecal sperm sampling, dissection of

seminal glomera or testes of sacrificed or road-killed birds, female dummy techniques or
abdominal massage sperm sampling 96,154 (hereafter called massage), are used interchangeably
(e.g. 155–160). Furthermore, only few studies included the different methods used for sperm
sampling in their statistical analysis 161–163 and we are aware of only one 161 that gave detailed
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information on its effects. For instance, one study has used three methods of sperm collection
in the past, accounted for variation in the sampling method statistically by adding collection
technique as a random effect, but did not report these estimates 162. Yet, there is reason to
consider that sampling method may sample sperm at different maturational stages 10,164 because
intra-testicular sperm, for instance, are less developed than extra-testicular sperm 165–167. It is
currently unclear whether this affects sperm morphometry of sperm sampled with different
methods, and if so how one should account for it.
Here, we tested the hypothesis that sperm morphometry does not differ between three
sampling methods: samples from males ejaculating into a stuffed female dummy, faecal
collection, and massage technique. We used a captive population of house sparrows to
repeatedly sample individual males with a randomised design. We measured the length of a
sperm's main components: head, i.e. nucleus and acrosome, midpiece and flagellum, and
predicted that sampling method does not influence sperm length. In contrast to our
prediction, we demonstrate differences in sperm length between the faecal and the abdominal
massage method, so mixing sperm sampling methods should be avoided or controlled for
statistically to reduce uncertainty in statistical analyses 168,169. The female dummy did not result
in sufficient experimental ejaculates thus statistical analyses of sperm length differences were
only conducted between faecal and abdominal massage samples.
3.3. Material and methods
Study population
Male house sparrows (N = 52) were kept at the Max Planck Institute for Ornithology in
Seewiesen, Germany, in June 2015. The males were housed in four single-sex semi-outdoor
aviaries, single aviary dimensions: 1.2 m x 4.0 m x 2.2 m high, and each aviary contained 13
males. Adjacent walls were covered with hessian fabric to prevent visual contact. The
population consists of wild-caught birds in 2005 and 2006 116 and their offspring. Males were in
acoustic, but not visual or physical contact with females for a period of two months before
sampling sperm and thus could not copulate with females. Mating can affect sperm depletion
90 and post-meiotic sperm senescence 10, which, in our case, can be considered standardised. All

individuals were fitted with a numbered metal-ring and a unique combination of three
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coloured plastic rings for individual identification. Because aviaries had meshed outside walls,
light, temperature, humidity and ventilation were close to natural conditions. Additionally, an
artificial light-dark cycle was set from 05:30 to 18:00 with light intensity gradually increasing in
the morning and dimming in the evening over a period of one hour. Birds were provided with
ad libitum water and food (wild seed mixture, fresh salad, sunflower seeds, crushed corn and
wheat, oats) and mineral mix at all times, as well as sand and water baths. The Government of
Upper Bavaria approved the care, handling and husbandry of all birds in this study (Nr 311.55682.1/1-2014-024).
Sperm collection
Sperm were obtained with three different methods: (a) collected with a stuffed female dummy,
(b) through faecal collection, and (c) from massage.
a) Stuffed female dummy
The body of one adult female house sparrow that in 2014 had died of a natural cause in our
population was skinned, moulded, set-up in copulatory position and fitted with a false cloaca
(Fig. 3.). Cloacae were handmade using medical silicone tubing (inner diameter 1.98 mm) and
metal wire (strength 0.7 mm) and filled with 4μl phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) following
the design and procedure described in 170 (Fig. 3.). The false cloaca was then inserted into the
female dummy, which was attached to a perch inside the males' aviary and left for a trial period
of ten minutes. When a copulation occurred (see video link in appendix B1), the copulating
male was identified by his colour rings, and the experimental ejaculate pipetted from the false
cloaca into 200μl of 5% formalin (following 97,170) for subsequent sperm measurements.
Afterwards, the female dummy was equipped with a fresh false cloaca and introduced into the
aviary allowing for new copulations.
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Figure 3.

Figure 3: False cloaca and female dummy used for experimental ejaculate collection in male

house sparrows. (a) Example of a false cloaca prototype, which was filled at the larger opening
with 4µl PBS before being inserted up until the wire into the female dummy. Rear (b), and
side (c, d) view of the single female dummy used in sperm collection trials. Pictures courtesy of:
Elena Beirer.

b) Faeces collection
Sperm are continuously released during defaecation in reproductively active males 92 and can be
obtained by pipetting any fluid part from fresh faeces as described in 97. To sample sperm from
males' faeces, individual males were removed from their aviary and placed individually inside a
cage measuring 60 cm x 40 cm x 45 cm with non-absorbent flooring for a period of ten
minutes. Once defaecation occurred, the fluid parts of a male's faeces were pipetted into 200μl
of 5% formalin 97.
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c) Massage
In reproductively active male passerines, growth of the seminal glomera results in a swelling
called cloacal protuberance, whose main function seems to be sperm storage and maturation
171,172. Sperm were collected by gently squeezing the cloacal protuberance 152 (Fig. 3.1.), which

resulted in immediate ejaculation. Individual samples were collected with a 5μl ring-marked
capillary (Fig. 3.1.) and stored in 200μl of 5% formalin.
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Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1.: Massage technique used for male house sparrows. (a) A male was positioned on his

back and his cloacal protuberance exposed. (b) Pressure was gently applied at the base of the
cloacal protuberance using three fingers. (c) Experimental ejaculates were collected using a ringmarked capillary. Pictures a) and b) courtesy of Elena Beirer and c) Julia Schroeder.
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Experimental protocol for sperm collection
Sperm sampling took place over four days in mid June, which represented the middle of the
house sparrow breeding season 61. The female dummy collection technique was always
performed before faecal and massage sampling because we anticipated that males would be less
interested in the female dummy after handling stress from catching. For this purpose, the
female dummy was placed inside an aviary for males to copulate with for a period of ten
minutes. We proceeded with sperm sampling using the other two methods only after the
female dummy test was finished. Therefore, we tossed a coin to randomise whether a male was
first sampled by massage, followed by a defaecation trial, or first received a defaecation trial
followed by a massage. The whole procedure − first offering the female dummy and then
randomising faecal and massage sampling − was repeated for each male after a day's rest. In
other words, males were caught again two days after their first trial and depending on their
treatment during the first trial, received the reversed sampling order during their second trial.
Hence, we aimed to obtain a total of six samples per male: one female dummy, one faecal and
one massage sample per day, per male. This protocol randomised massage and faecal sampling
in time and sequence to experimentally control for potential order effects on sperm
morphometry between methods within sampling days. A schematic overview of the
experimental procedure is presented in Fig. 3.2.
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Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2.: Schematic overview of experimental protocol. Whereas the time and sequence of

massage and faecal sampling was randomised, female dummy trials always took place before
the faecal and massage sampling.

Sperm morphometrics
We prepared and measured sperm, as it is common practice in studies of avian sperm
morphometry by using unstained sperm, bright field microscopy and formalin as a fixative
(e.g. 97,157,159). Specifically, we prepared 10μl aliquots onto microscope slides from the formalinfixed samples. We only used slides that held a minimum of 100 sperm to account for potential
sperm abnormalities 162 and photographed the first ten sperm that were intact and normal, i.e.
that did not deviate in form from typical passerine sperm 173 such as e.g. deformations or loss of
sperm components (see also the appendix B2 ). We only used sperm that were not covered by
other sperm or detritus and always started in the upper left corner of a slide to avoid observer
bias and to ensure that no sperm was mistakenly measured twice. Digital images of single
sperm were taken with a Leica DFC450-C camera, mounted on a Zeiss Axioplan-2 microscope
at x400 magnification using bright field settings. From these digital pictures, we then took
three consecutive measurements to the nearest 0.01μm of the following three sperm traits: head
(i.e. nucleus including acrosome), midpiece, and flagellum. We used the mean of the three
consecutive measurements for statistical analyses. All measurements were taken by one
observer only (GC) with the Leica Application Suite (LAS) software v4.2 using the LAS
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segment tool and centring the line within sperm and segmenting where necessary to follow the
helical twists and natural curvature (Fig. 3.3.).
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Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3.: Length measurements of house sparrow sperm. Example of measurements of

single sperm components: head: nucleus (red) and acrosome (pink), midpiece (green), and
flagellum: tail (cyan) and midpiece (green). Total length was calculated by using the sum of
flagellum and head length. Note that whereas the transition from midpiece to head and the end
of the acrosome are visible in light microscopy; the acrosome and nucleus cannot be precisely
differentiated and are portrayed here only to demonstrate the composite nature of the head
measurement.

Total sperm length was calculated as the sum of the length of the flagellum and head because
the calculated measurement correlated strongly with measured total sperm length (Pearson r =
0.92, df = 98, P <0.0001, N = 100 randomly chosen sperm using the function “runif()” in R
version 3.3.1 119).
Whereas massage and female dummy samples were indistinguishable under the
microscope, on occasion, we could discriminate a faecal from a massage sample, if detritus was
present in faecal samples. Throughout the measuring process, however, the observer was blind
in respect to the question at test. To test how many sperm were needed to get a sufficiently
precise estimate of individual sperm length, we initially measured 20 sperm per male,
considering individual mean trait estimates using R2 of linear regression. Using the built-in
function “sample()” in R version 3.3.1 119, we selected one of the three sperm components (i.e.
midpiece) measured from 45 males and regressed means from measuring 5, 10, 15 midpieces
against the “full” mean trait estimate when measuring 20 midpieces. The adjusted R2 can then
be used to interpret how much of the variance, when measuring 20 sperm, is explained by each
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single predictor 127. The adjusted R2 was 0.71, when using the mean length of 5 sperm per male,
compared to 0.91 and 0.97 for 10 and 15 sperm, respectively. We thus concluded that measuring
10 sperm per male was sufficient to estimate individual sperm length. To establish observer
repeatability, we randomly selected one microscope slide using the built-in function ‘sample()’
in R version 3.3.1 119 and measured 20 sperm twice, leaving 48 hours between measurements to
ensure independence of measurements.
Statistical analyses
We fitted linear mixed models with Gaussian errors using the function “lmer” from the
package “lme4” 128 in R version 3.3.1 119 with the total length of single sperm components as
respective response variables. We used the raw data from all sperm measured per male for linear
mixed models (range 10 − 20 sperm per male) instead of using the mean or median of all sperm
measured per male. Collection technique was fitted as a predictor variable (two levels: faecal
and massage sampling). Because we did not obtain all samples from all males as anticipated, we
excluded female dummy samples from analyses and added the relative order of the faecal to
massage collection technique (i.e. first, second) as a fixed effect to the model. This choice of
order is sensible, because sperm supplies are replenished in house sparrows overnight 90.
Inbreeding depression can affect sperm morphology 174, and individual standardised multilocus
heterozygosity (i.e. sMLH, calculated with the R package “inbreedR” 175) was therefore used as
a proxy for inbreeding depression from marker data 175. However, sMLH was not associated
with the length of sperm traits (results not shown), which means that our findings were not
affected by inbreeding depression, if at all present in our population, and we therefore did not
keep this variable in the model. We added male ID, sample ID and cohort (i.e. year of birth) as
random effects on the intercept to account for repeated measurements of individuals, nonindependence of sperm measurements within experimental ejaculates, and potential cohort
effects. Model fit and assumptions were validated by visual inspection of residuals 127. Observer
repeatability and individual male repeatability for length measurements were calculated with
the R package “rptR” 176 suitable for Gaussian data using 1000 bootstrap and 1000
permutations. We used the function “sim” from the package “arm” to calculate posterior
distributions (N = 1000 draws) with flat priors from our linear mixed models 177 and report
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posterior means and 95% Bayesian Credible Intervals (CrI). CrI not overlapping zero are
interpreted as a Frequentist P-value of < 0.05, and thus as a statistically significant result 127.
Hence, CrI can be used to test null-hypotheses but doing so should not exclude acknowledging
that CrI provide more valuable information than P-values (e.g. uncertainty in the parameter
estimate, how close the model estimate is to zero) 127,178. The data and the R script are available
at the Open Science Framework https://osf.io/rycmn/.
3.4. Results
Efficacy of sperm collection techniques
We collected sperm using three common methods, which allowed us to compare their efficacy
in obtaining samples and sperm. Of 52 males tested on two days, only three males copulated
with the female dummy, and for only two of these males could we collect experimental
ejaculates. In total, we had five experimental ejaculates from two males available from female
dummy sampling (one male copulated twice with the female dummy during trial 1 and both
males copulated with the female dummy during trial 1 and trial 2). Because of the limited
sample size, the sperm length measures from the female dummy samples were thus only used
for descriptive summary statistics (Table 2) but omitted from further statistical analyses. Faecal
sampling proved to be more successful and samples were obtained in 99 of 104 trials. Five
defaecation trials were unsuccessful, because the males did not defaecate within ten minutes.
Similarly successful as with faeces collection, massage failed only in five out of 104 trials and in
all these cases, failure coincided with males exhibiting small cloacal protuberances 171, indicating
low breeding condition 179 compared to the other experimental males. All five female dummy
samples, 67 out of 99 faecal samples, and 71 out of 99 massage samples (6% more compared to
faeces) could be used for sperm length measurements.
Sperm morphometrics
Descriptive summary statistics (Table 2) demonstrate that our length measurements are
representative of the species because they are similar to published records (e.g. 158,173,180).
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All sperm traits showed high observer measurement repeatability (>80%, Table 2.1.) and
repeatability within-males across days and methods (Table 2.1.).
Our analysis of collection method affecting sperm length controlling for relative order
of sampling showed that, on average, the total length of faecal sampled sperm across males was
0.41 µm less than of sperm collected by massage (Table 2.2.). This difference, albeit small, was
statistically significant, and explained by shorter sperm heads and midpieces in faecal compared
to massage samples (Table 2.2., Fig. 3.4.). Sperm flagella did not differ in length between
methods (Table 2.2.). Furthermore, because we ultimately compared only two methods for
sperm length differences, due to the female dummy experiment resulting in small sample sizes,
a paired t-test could be seen as a post-hoc statistical alternative to linear mixed models. In
contrast to the linear mixed models, only males with massage and faecal samples obtained
during both trials were used for the paired t-test (N = 16 instead of 47 males), so relative order
of methods, inbreeding etc. did not need to be controlled for. Using this simpler test confirmed
our result of shorter sperm heads (paired t-test t 31 = 5.26, P < 0.001) and midpieces (paired ttest t 31 = 2.55, P = 0.02), but not flagella (paired t-test t 31 = 0.27, P = 0.79) in faeces compared
to massage samples (Fig. 3.5.). Hence, despite small effect sizes, the results remained robust
when using a smaller dataset.
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Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4.: Sperm length (µm) differences in relation to sperm sampling method in house

sparrows controlling for relative order of massage to faecal sampling. Sperm heads (a), and
midpieces (b) were significantly shorter sampled from faeces 97 (823 sperm from 41 males)
compared to abdominal massage samples 96,154 (822 sperm from 45 males). Filled dots represent
posterior means and vertical lines represent CrI.
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Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5.: Individual males' sperm length (µm) differences in relation to sperm sampling

method in house sparrows. We present individual raw data of males (N = 16 males) for which
we had a total of two faecal and two massage samples. Thin grey lines connect the
measurements for massage and faecal samples of individual males per trial. Pink lines connect
the average measurements of massage and faecal sampled sperm across trials.
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A follow-up analysis of a subset of 13 males also showed no quantitative difference of deformed
sperm in faecal compared to massage sampled sperm (mean number deformed sperm among
100 sperm ± SD: faecal: 8.9 ± 8.04; massaged: 13.46 ± 10.34, paired Wilcoxon signed rank test, V
= 20, P = 0.15, see appendix B2 for more details).
3.5. Discussion
In contrast to the assumption that sperm morphometry does not differ between collection
methods (e.g. 181), we found that sperm were shorter when collected from faecal instead of
massage samples. Specifically, we found heads and midpieces in faecal samples to be shorter
compared to massage samples, while no difference was found in flagella length.
Sperm length differences can have methodological or biological origins. For instance,
sperm are sensitive to handling and storage 182 and sperm deformation can occur because of
sample preparation 183,184. However, sperm deformation cannot explain our results, because we
only measured intact, non-deformed sperm. Also, handling and storage cannot explain our
finding either, as we collected samples within a short period of time, sample type was
randomised within sampling event, and samples were prepared and measured as one batch.
Additionally, we adopted published procedures for all three methods, used fixatives of
identical concentrations and neither PBS nor formalin are known to affect avian sperm
morphology 185. Instead, biological factors such as the intensity of sperm competition 181,
genome size 162 or sperm maturation 88 can affect sperm size. Here, we had repeated measures of
individual males in identical environments, which remove the possibility for intrinsic effects to
account for our results. Specifically, our additional analysis of using a paired t-test confirmed
our results from linear mixed models and was restricted to males for which we collected faecal
and massage samples during both events, so here males served as their own control. Therefore,
the observed sperm size differences in heads and midpieces between methods might be
explained by sperm in faeces resembling a different subpopulation of sperm within males and
could be indicative of differences in the degree of post-meiotic sperm maturation 186,187.
Highlighting sperm maturation can help interpreting our result of differences in sperm
length between methods. Sperm production takes place in the seminiferous tubules of the
testis where primordial germ cells transform into spermatids 69. Spermatids then undergo
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further development to mature into fully functioning spermatozoa. One feature of this
maturation process called spermiogenesis is the elongation of sperm heads and flagella 69,88. In
other words, fully matured sperm are longer compared to less mature sperm. Furthermore,
passerine spermiogenesis can be categorised according to work done at the ultrastructural level
on house sparrow sperm 88. Importantly, sperm at the last two stages of the maturation
process, which are called stage 5 and 6 88, resemble morphologically typical passerine sperm 173,
so sperm from stage 5 onwards would have qualified to be measured in our study. However, in
regard to sperm length, stage 5 sperm differ from stage 6 sperm in that the heads and midpieces
are not fully elongated 88,173. It is thus possible that the observed difference in sperm length is
explained by immature sperm, (i.e. stage 5 ≤ sperm < stage 6 88), being defaecated rather than
stored for copulation. An alternative explanation is that both faecal and massage sampled
sperm have finished spermiogenesis, and thus the elongation of sperm components, but it is
more senescent sperm sensu 10 that are defaecated instead of being stored. Indeed, the
continuous release of sperm in reproductively active males has been speculated to remove
excessive or senescent sperm 188, which would ensure that high-quality sperm are available for
insemination. The length difference that we found could thus be explained, in principle, by
senescent sperm in faeces versus fresh sperm in the seminal glomera. However, the literature
does not suggest changes in sperm length as an accompanying feature of post-meiotic sperm
senescence 10, which makes this explanation less likely. Moreover, it is unclear which
mechanisms might account for either the idea of selective sperm loss of senescent 92 or less
mature sperm with defaecation. Under both scenarios, however, our results could be regarded
as indirect evidence to support an adaptive explanation of sperm defaecation 188, assuming that
sperm of lower fertilisation efficiency are defaecated. Another factor that might play a role is
that sperm sampled from faeces might experience higher osmotic stress compared to sperm
sampled from abdominal massage. Uric acid attributes little to osmotic pressure 152, but the
osmotic concentration in faeces might still be higher than the osmotic concentration of
epididymal secretions, which might lead to shrinkage of faecal sampled sperm. Whereas we can
only speculate about the biological causes of our results, the important implication from our
findings is that when collection techniques are mixed in avian sperm studies, the method of
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sperm sampling should be controlled for statistically to reduce uncertainty in statistical models
168,189.

To explain aspects of avian evolutionary biology through sperm biology it is desirable
to collect natural ejaculates. Unarguably, the method that comes closest to sampling natural
ejaculates is the stuffed female dummy technique 170, especially with its adaptation in fowl
where a harness is fitted to live females 85. The stuffed female dummy technique might work
well in some species 190, but despite a peculiar anecdote that house sparrow males might require
little stimuli to initiate copulation 191, it did not work well in our populations (we also tried the
female dummy collection technique in the field on a wild population with no success (Girndt
personal observation). Commonly, only a subset of males copulate with a female dummy 190.
In our experiment this subset was very small (6% of 52 males) and the behavioural difference
between the three males that did copulate with the female dummy and the majority of males
that did not, differed markedly: rapid and repeated copulation versus complete ignorance.
Also, a pilot study on 45 reproductively active males in our population in 2014 (Beirer et al
unpublished) tested the female dummy three times using a single-male set-up. There, a total of
two males copulated with the female dummy, and the number of males that approached it
within a vicinity of 20 centimetres decreased from 11 males during trial 1 to two males during
the final, third trial. Thus, repeated exposure to the female dummy seemed to counteract the
little initial interest she had sparked. Therefore, we doubt that house sparrows could be trained
to copulate with the female dummy, but we cannot exclude that a more sophisticated female
dummy, e.g. a copulation robot mimicking female solicitation 61 might be more successful as a
sperm collection device in house sparrows. The massage method yielded more samples than the
female dummy method, and both methods have additional advantages and disadvantages that
are worth highlighting. Whereas little to no training will be required to collect the wet part of a
male's faeces, massaging passerines demands practice and training. Also, mostly clean samples
are obtained from massage, whereas faecal samples hold detritus that can obstruct viewing
sperm under the microscope. Lastly, faecal sperm sampling has been advertised as less invasive
97. Under the original medical interpretation of the word: no introduction of instruments into

the body 192, neither the faecal, nor the female dummy or massage technique are invasive. Using
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a more applied interpretation of "non-invasive" as minimised handling stress, we argue that
faecal sperm sampling is only non-invasive in the unlikely scenario that a researcher finds a
fresh 97, pipettable bird's faeces in the field, and can assign it to a species/individual without
restraining it. This scenario immediately limits the questions that can be answered by it (e.g.
describing gross sperm morphology in a new species). Instead, a literature search of studies
citing 97 suggested that faecal sperm sampling was commonly applied by following the
sampling method described in 97, which involved handling and constraining males. Handling
males is also needed for sperm collection via massage but from our experience massaging males
requires less time than faecal sperm sampling.
To the best of our knowledge, our study is the first that experimentally tested whether
the faecal method can be used interchangeably with massage or the female dummy technique,
using a randomised experimental design with repeated measures from individual male house
sparrows. We found a statistically significant, albeit small, difference between sperm length of
massage and faecal sampled sperm that could resemble length differences between sperm at
potentially different maturational stages. Importantly, our effect size of mean head differences
for instance, is similar to effect sizes described in bird, mammal or fish sperm literature (e.g.
188,193–196). Consequently, if sperm length varies within males according to method (see also
163,197 highlighting qualitative sperm differences), earlier results that did not take

methodological differences into account might have made an interpretation of results more
difficult. We encourage other scientists working in avian sperm biology to replicate our
approach to test its generality in other species. In addition, where collection of natural
ejaculates is improbable, we recommend the abdominal massage over the faecal sampling
technique due to our findings, its advantage of giving cleaner samples and no difference in
invasiveness.
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Table 2. Descriptive summary statistics of length measurements of house sparrow sperm.

female dummy

massage samples

faecal samples

mean ± SD (μm)

98.70 ± 1.89

99.62 ± 2.40

99.21 ± 2.42

CV

1.91

2.41

2.44

range (μm)

96.23 − 100.62

93.44 −105.89

93.05 − 104.95

mean ± SD (μm)

13.69 ± 0.45

13.80 ± 0.70

13.47 ± 0.78

CV

5.51

5.07

5.76

range (μm)

12.95 − 14.02

12.04 − 15.96

12.12 − 15.92

mean ± SD (μm)

68.85 ± 0.97

67.72 ± 1.67

67.50 ± 1.71

CV

1.41

2.46

2.54

range (μm)

67.76 − 70.37

64.04 − 71.02

62.83 − 70.89

mean ± SD (μm)

85.01 ± 1.56

85.83 ± 2.44

85.74 ± 2.30

CV

1.84

2.84

2.68

range (μm)

82.67 − 86.60

79.48 − 91.23

80.54 − 90.43

a) total length

b) head

c) midpiece

d) flagellum

Summaries are based on 5 female dummy (N = 2 males), 71 massage (N = 45 males) and 67
faecal samples (N = 41 males) using averages of all sperm measured per male within collection
technique treatment. CV: coefficient of variation calculated as 100*(SD/mean). SD: standard
deviation.
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Table 2.1. (a) Observer repeatability, and (b) individual male repeatability for house
sparrow sperm length measurements.

N

repeatability

CI

P

a) observer repeatability measures

total length

20

1

(0.99,1)

<0.001

head

20

0.95

(0.89, 0.98)

<0.001

midpiece

20

0.83

(0.63, 0.93)

<0.001

flagellum

20

0.98

(0.94, 1.00)

<0.001

total length

43

0.80

(0.69, 0.87)

<0.001

head

43

0.61

(0.43, 0.74)

<0.001

midpiece

43

0.77

(0.64, 0.85)

<0.001

flagellum

43

0.81

(0.70, 0.88)

<0.001

b) male repeatability

Confidence intervals (CI) and P-values (P) were obtained from using 1000 bootstrap and 1000
permutation tests 176.
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Table 2.2. Length (μm) of house sparrow sperm in relation to sperm sampling method
controlling for relative order of faecal 97 to massage samples 96,154.

(intercept)

method (faeces)

order (second)

total length

head

midpiece

flagellum

99.46

13.83

67.57

85.64

(98.74, 100.22)

(13.60, 14.06)

(67.07, 68.06)

(84.93, 86.36)

-0.41

-0.34

-0.35

-0.08

(-0.78, -0.04)

(-0.49, -0.16)

(-0.61, -0.08)

(-0.40, 0.25)

-0.03

-0.04

0.28

-0.01

(-0.40, 0.34)

(-0.22, 0.13)

(-0.04, 0.54)

(-0.33, 0.31)

Random effects

male ID

7.80

0.36

4.19

8.93

(5.34, 10.89)

(0.26, 0.48)

(2.79, 5.96)

(6.14, 12.25)

0

0

0

0

(0, 0)

(0, 0)

(0, 0)

(0, 0)

0.28

0.16

0.03

0.06

(0.21, 0.35)

(0.12, 0.19)

(0.03, 0.04)

(0.04, 0.07)

residual

3.03

0.87

2.61

2.97

variance

(2.93, 3.15)

(0.84, 0.89)

(2.53, 2.70)

(2.87, 3.08)

cohort

sample ID

We present posterior means and CrI for each linear mixed model based on 1645 sperm from 47
males. Meaningful CrI not overlapping zero are in bold.
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3.8. Appendix
B1 Video House sparrow male copulating with a stuffed female dummy. This video

can be found at https://youtu.be/fmItnfB92iI. It gives an example of a male house sparrow
copulating with a stuffed female dummy house sparrow. The female dummy had lived in the
population for seven years before she died of a natural cause in 2014. The video was taken to
illustrate a copulation with the experimental female dummy. It was not part of the experiment
described in the manuscript.
B2. Sperm were scored for abnormalities in a subset of 13 house sparrow males in both their

faecal and massage sampled sperm. Sperm were classified as abnormal if they deviated from the
typical passerine's (oscine) shape, which consists of an acrosome with a helical membrane, a
nucleus, also of helical shape, and the flagellum consisting of the midpiece whose mitochondria
form a helix around the axoneme and the non-helical tail 86,173. Abnormalities were scored for
sperm heads, midpieces and tails and could consist, for instance, of heads bent for more than
90°, bulbous or completely linear heads, pinheads, or absence of helical twists, as well as
cytoplasmic droplets. Midpiece deformities included distal cytoplasmic droplets and bends of
more than 90°. Sperm tails were scored as abnormal if they appeared coiled, stubbed, had
cytoplasmic droplets or occurred in aberrant numbers. The protocol for assessing the
proportion of abnormal to normal sperm within experimental ejaculates was as such that we
scored the first 100 unobstructed sperm using a 400 magnification and the Zeiss Axioplan-2
microscope. Again, we always started in the left upper corner of the microscope slide to avoid
observer bias and duplicated scoring. The observer scoring sperm (AG) was blind in regard to
the question at test.
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4. Chapter: Male age and its association with reproductive traits in
house sparrows
Antje Girndt, Glenn Cockburn, Alfredo Sánchez-Tójar, Terry Burke, Julia Schroeder

4.1. Abstract
Evolutionary theory predicts that females seek extra-pair fertilisations from high-quality males.
In socially monogamous birds, older males are often most successful in extra-pair fertilisations.
Adaptive models of female extra-pair mate choice suggest that older males should be of higher
genetic quality than younger males because they have proven their viability. However, older
males are also aging males and thus expected to exhibit reproductive senescence, such as
reduced gamete quality. Here, we tested for a sperm quantity-quality trade-off in older
compared to younger males using sperm morphology and proxies of sperm quantity in captive
and wild male house sparrows, Passer domesticus. We found that neither sperm length, nor the
proportion of morphologically abnormal sperm, nor cloacal protuberance size were related to
male age. Yet, older males delivered more sperm to the female’s egg than younger males. Our
results suggest a post-copulatory advantage for older males and no immediate costs to females
mated to older males.
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4.2. Introduction
In socially monogamous mating systems, mating outside the pair-bond (i.e. extra-pair mating)
is adaptive for females if females gain direct, or indirect (genetic) benefits 14. In studies of birds,
male age is a robust predictor of extra-pair paternity 48. Models of female choice support a
preference for older males because older males have proven their viability and female
preference could evolve if male viability is passed on to genetic offspring 54,102. However, this
line of thought ignores potential costs because older males are also senescent males, which
renders their sperm – the only direct benefit passed on to offspring in an extra-pair mating – to
be of lower quality 10,198. An age-related reduction in sperm quality could incur direct (e.g.
reduced fertilising efficiency) and indirect (e.g. decreased offspring fitness) costs to females
mated to older males 10. For instance, advanced paternal age reduced offspring development in
insemination experiments in houbara bustards, Chlamodytis undulata 199. Advanced paternal
age was also associated with a transgenerational reduction in offspring recruitment in a wild
house sparrow population 53.
A male’s fertilisation success depends on sperm quantity (e.g. concentration, ejaculate
size, number of inseminated sperm) and sperm quality (e.g. morphology, velocity, DNA
integrity) 18,200. Longer sperm and a higher proportion of morphologically normal sperm can
be found in species with intense sperm competition 201,202, but see 181. Less is known about
correlates of sperm quantity and quality within a species, as well as associations of sperm traits
with male age but the scientific knowledge is rapidly growing (see 203 for an overview of nonhuman sperm studies). For example, sperm quality decreases with increasing male age in
humans, Homo sapiens 56, brown Norway rats, Rattus norvegicus 204, blue-footed boobies, Sula
nebouxii 58, barn swallows, Hirundo rustica 205 and Red junglefowls, Gallus gallus 206. However,
if sperm quality declines with male age yet older males are reproductively capable lifelong and
achieve most extra-pair paternity 48,49 older males might counteract declines in their sperm
quality. Maybe older males, whilst producing lower quality sperm, produce more sperm, which
would ensure that, the overall proportion of higher quality sperm in their ejaculate does not
decrease. This idea relates to the observation that the meiotic crossing-over frequency (i.e.
chiasma) strongly correlates with the number of sperm found in ejaculates of diverse species 207.
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Based on this observation the “gamete redundancy hypothesis” 208 was formulated, which
postulates that males produce many sperm because sperm production is inevitably erroneous
208. Similarly, to the gamete-redundancy hypothesis, a within-species increase in sperm number

in ejaculates with age could be interpreted as an adaption to counteract an increase in
erroneous sperm production. Such a post-copulatory numerical advantage could also explain
why older males robustly gain more extra-pair paternity across most bird species 48.
The idea that older males compensate for a reduction in sperm quality by increasing
their sperm number has been observed in internal and external fertilising fish 209,210. In
humans, male age and sperm concentration do not seem to be associated 56. In birds, we are
unware of a sperm quantity-quality trade-off for older males but there are hints when testes
size is considered. Testes size is a proxy for sperm quantity where bigger testes are associated
with more sperm being produced and available 172,211. Furthermore, in birds, first year-breeders
have on average 27% smaller testes than older males (references in supplementary material by
212). Relatedly, in reproductively active male passerines, males develop a cloacal protuberance 213.

The size of the cloacal protuberance is indicative of a male's reproductive status 96, its relative
testes size and capacity to store sperm 70. The larger a male’s cloacal protuberance, the larger his
relative testes size and sperm reservoir available for copulation. In two Australian fairywrens
species, older males had a larger cloacal protuberance than first-year breeders, and cloacal
protuberance size positively correlated with sperm number 214 but see 171. Cloacal protuberance
size was also largest for older compared to younger reed buntings, Emberiza schoeniclus, and
increased in size within-in males 114. Collectively, the findings support age-related variation in
reproductive success, including age-related variation in extra-pair paternity 23,52,115.
In house sparrows gonad development shows strong seasonal changes with the testes
swelling from the size of a pinhead to that of a baked bean, an up to 200x fold increase in
volume from winter to spring 61. Males seem to replenish ejaculates available for insemination
overnight 90. It is unclear what sperm phenotype promises maximum fertilising capacity in
house sparrows. Whereas in one study, sperm with relatively short heads made the best
swimmers, and short sperm lasted longest 180, no such association was found in another study
215. Sexual selection will favour both a sperm’s capacity to outcompete rival’s sperm and avoid
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being outcompeted, so several sperm traits impact sperm performance 78. Therefore, one needs
to analyse multiple sperm traits in relation to male age as indices of differences in sperm
competitiveness.
We tested the hypothesis that post-copulatory competitiveness changes with age in
captive and wild house sparrows. Our specific aims were: (1) To test whether the length of
sperm components was associated with male age, without predicting directionality. (2) To test
whether the proportion of morphologically abnormal sperm is positively associated with male
age. A further aim was to analyse indices of sperm number by testing for a positive association
between (3) cloacal protuberance volume and male age and (4) the number of sperm found
trapped on egg membranes (i.e. perivitelline layers, hereafter PVL) 216,217 and male age. In birds,
the egg is surrounded by the PVL and more than one sperm enter it (i.e. polyspermy). The
number of sperm in the PVL exemplifies the number of inseminated sperm and the
probability of an egg being fertile 216–218.
4.3. Material & Methods
Captive house sparrows
House sparrows were kept at the Max Planck Institute for Ornithology in Seewiesen, Germany
since 2005. Cohorts of 2005 and 2006 were wild-caught birds from rural Bavaria 116 and
breeding took place in subsequent but not all years. All birds were individually ringed and
fitted with colour rings for additional identification. The specific husbandry and aviary set-up
has been described previously 98,99. Sperm collection occurred in multiple years and the age
assortment differed between years and is clarified, together with sample sizes, for each specific
dataset in the statistical analysis section.
Wild house sparrows
The wild house sparrows live on Lundy Island, approximately 19 km off the coast of Devon,
England (51.1781° N, 4.6673° W). The population has been monitored since 2000, which means
it is age-structured and pedigreed. Annual resighting rates are between 91-96% and migration to
and from the mainland is almost absent 219,220. We know the precise age of both captive and
wild males 52,98, so instead of relying on discrimination of first-year versus older breeders we can
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estimate age effects at all stages of individuals’ life history. Specific ages and sample sizes for the
wild house sparrows will be presented with their respective statistical datasets.
Collection of experimental ejaculates: abdominal massage, faeces
All experiments were conducted within the reproductive season of house sparrows 61. All
captive males were isolated from females for a minimum of two days before sperm collection to
control for mating history that could affect ejaculate depletion 90 or post-meiotic sperm
senescence independently of male age 10. Sperm were obtained from wet parts of fresh faeces
and by abdominal massage. Both techniques are described and illustrated in detail by 98.
Samples were stored in 200μl of 5% formalin. Next, we prepared 10μl aliquots of formalin-fixed
samples onto microscope slides as wet mount slides. On Lundy Island, we collected only
abdominal massage samples and mating history could not be controlled.
Length of sperm components
Sperm linear measurements followed the protocol described by 98. Briefly, we took digital
images of the first ten intact (i.e. no broken tails or heads), unobstructed (i.e. not covered by
detritus), and morphologically normal (see abnormality methodology for definition) sperm
encountered. We always started in the upper left corner of microscope slides using a Leica
DFC450-C camera mounted on a Zeiss Axioplan-2 microscope at x400 magnification (40x
objective) in bright field settings. Sperm components (i.e. head incl. acrosome, midpiece,
flagellum) were measured from digital images with the Leica Application Suite (LAS) software
v4.2. by one observer only (GC). Total length was the calculated sum of head and flagellum
measures 98. The observer showed high within-observer repeatability and was blind regarding
the identity of the samples 98.
Proportion of morphologically abnormal sperm
Sperm were classified "abnormal" if they deviated from the typical passerine (oscine) shape,
which consists of an acrosome with a helical membrane, a nucleus, also of helical shape, and the
flagellum consisting of the midpiece whose mitochondria form a helix around the axoneme
and the non-helical tail 69. Abnormalities could include head deformities such as acrosome
bents of more than 90°, bulbous or completely linear acrosomes, pinheads, linear nuclei,
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cytoplasmic droplets or heads bent at more than 90°. Midpiece deformities could include distal
cytoplasmic droplets and bends of more than 90°. Tails were scored as abnormal if they
appeared coiled, stubbed, had cytoplasmic droplets or occurred in numbers greater than one.
Only one observer (AG) screened microscope slides for the first 100 intact and unobstructed
sperm, always starting in the upper left corner of microscope slides. We used the Zeiss
Axioplan-2 microscope but also a substitute Olympus BX 50 microscope. To establish withinobserver repeatability a subset of 20 microscope slides was randomly selected using the
function “sample” in R version 3.4.1 119. Within-observer repeatability was calculated using the
R package “rptR” v. 0.9.2 221 in R version 3.4.1 119, and was: Rabnormal = 0.52 ± 0.16 standard
error (SE) (95% CI (Confidence Interval): 0.17 to 0.79, P = 0.003, 1000 bootstrap iterations).
The observer could guess the age of some of the captive males from the sample descriptions and
thus tried her best to hide descriptions from view when scoring abnormal sperm.
Cloacal protuberances volume
The diameter and height of the cloacal protuberance was measured with a calliper to the
nearest 0.1 mm, between June 14th – June 21st in the captive and May 6th – August 17th in the
!

wild house sparrows. We used the cone volume formula " πr2h to calculate cloacal
protuberance size. In house sparrows the cloacal protuberance’s widest point is close to the
base resulting in a shallow cloacal protuberance instead of the bulbous or cylindrical type
found in other passerines 96. Cloacal protuberances were measured by one observer in the
captive (AG) and one observer in the wild house sparrows (AST) and always before massages
were applied 171. Within-observer repeatability for the captive house sparrows (N = 136 males,
measured twice within 48hrs) was Rcloacal protuberance volume = 0.73 ± 0.04 SE (95% CI: 0.64 to
0.80, P <0.001, 1000 bootstrap iterations) and calculated using the R package “rptR” v. 0.9.2 221
in R version 3.4.1 119. Within-observer repeatability for the wild house sparrows could not be
estimated as there were not enough recaptures close enough in time (e.g. six recaptures in 2015
with the shortest being 28 days apart). Between-observer repeatability was estimated with both
observers measuring 12 captive house sparrows successively and was Rcloacal protuberance volume =
0.76 ± 0.14 SE (95% CI: 0.38 to 0.92, P = 0.004, 1000 bootstrap iterations).
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Sperm on PVL
Eggs were collected up to one day after laying from nine aviaries, where females bred with
either only old males (seven and eight years old), or only young males (one and three years old).
Thus, sperm on the PVL could only come from males of one age group, dependent on which
aviary the egg was laid. Aviaries held between eight and nine pairs, apart from one aviary with
13 pairs. We counted sperm on the PVL and examined the fertilisation status of 41 nonincubated eggs from the captive house sparrows 222. We did not count the number of holes
made by sperm hydrolysing the PVL because the number of sperm on the PVL correlates with
the number of holes 223. We carefully opened eggs with a scissor, removed the germinal disc and
washed it with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). Then, we put the germinal disc on a
microscope slide, added a drop of Hoechst 33342 (0.05 mg/mL) and searched for diploid cells
evidencing fertilisation 222 using the Zeiss Axioplan-2 microscope in fluorescent mode. Next,
we removed the PVL from the yolk, washed it in PBS, and stretched the entire PVL onto a
microscope slide. We added a few drops of Hoechst to systematically count all sperm present
using a manual tally counter and the Zeiss Axioplan-2 microscope in fluorescent mode 217,222.
Eggs were prepared and examined by one observer only (AG) who was blind regarding the
identity of eggs.
Statistical analyses
We ran statistical models using R version 3.4.1 119 and the package “lme4” 128. Next, we used the
package “arm” and the function “sim” 129 to simulate values from the posterior distributions
(N = 2000 draws) of the model parameters. Throughout, we assumed non-informative priors.
From the simulated values, we extracted 95% Credible Intervals (CrI), which we used for
statistical significance testing because a CrI not overlapping zero can be interpreted as a
frequentist P-value < 0.05 127. CrI also provide additional information about the uncertainty in
the parameter estimate, and how close the model estimate is to zero 127. For all models, we
followed recommendations to ensure that model assumptions were met, including ruling out
overdispersion in non-Gaussian models and multi-collinearity between predictors 127,130. In all
models, the continuous variables male age, standardized multi-locus heterozygosity (hereafter
sMLH), day of year and tarsus were mean-centred and scaled, so that the variables were
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measured as the number of standard deviations (SD) from the mean. We analysed the captive
and the wild house sparrow datasets separately. Statistical model structures outlined below
were identical for both datasets unless we specifically refer to either the captive or the wild
house sparrow dataset.
a) Length of sperm components
We fitted linear mixed models with the total length of single sperm components as the
response variable. We used individual data from all sperm measured per male (range 10 − 20
sperm per male) instead of using their mean or median. Male age in years was an explanatory
variable. Further, we estimated sMLH as a proxy for inbreeding depression from genetic
marker data using the R package “inbreedR” 175. sMLH was added as an explanatory variable to
account for potential inbreeding depression possibly affecting sperm morphology. Genetic
marker data are identical to those used 99 and described by 117. We added year as a two-level
explanatory variable (2014, 2015). For the model on data of the captive house sparrows, we
added the method of sperm collection as a two-level explanatory variable (i.e. abdominal
massage/faeces) 98. Captive male house sparrows were either assigned or not assigned to mixedsex aviaries, which created a sperm competition environment only for the males in mixed-sex
aviaries. Hence, aviary set-up (i.e. without/with females) was added as a two-level explanatory
variable. We included sample identities as random effect on the intercept to account for the
non-independence of individual sperm data within experimental ejaculates. Further, we also
included male and aviary identities as random effects on the intercept to account for repeated
measurements of males and potential grouping effects in the captive house sparrow dataset. We
had 3262 sperm samples available from 127 captive male house sparrows that were between one
to ten years old, but lacked males aged six years. For the wild house sparrows, we had 672 sperm
samples available from males aged one to five years.
b) Proportion of morphologically abnormal sperm
Abnormality counts were fitted as a column-bind proportional response variable (i.e. number
of abnormal sperm, number of normal sperm) in generalized linear mixed models assuming a
binomial error structure. Male age was modelled as explanatory variable, as well as sMLH. We
further controlled for the aviary set-up (i.e. with/without females), sperm collection method
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(i.e. abdominal massage/faeces), and the microscope used (i.e. Zeiss/Olympus) in the captive
house sparrow dataset by adding them as two-level explanatory variables. Year (i.e. 2014/2015)
was added as a two-level explanatory variable for the statistical analysis on the data of the wild
house sparrows. Male identity was fitted as random effect on the intercept for the analysis of
the data of the captive house sparrows. Models for both populations were both overdispersed
127, so we added an observation level random factor and re-run statistical analyses. For the

analyses of sperm abnormalities in relation to male age we had 87 experimental ejaculates
available of 73 captive, and 23 experimental ejaculates of 23 wild house sparrows. Thus, the
model for the wild house sparrows was slightly overparameterized, which increases the chance
of type I errors 224, which however, can be ruled out because none of the results were
interpreted as statistically significant (Table 3). Captive house sparrows in the sperm
abnormality dataset were one to three, five, and eight and ten years old. Wild house sparrows
were one to five years old.
c) Cloacal protuberance volume
To test for an association of the cloacal protuberance size with age, we fitted a linear mixed
model with cloacal protuberance volume as response variable, which we log-transformed for
the wild house sparrow dataset to achieve normality of the residuals. Male age was the
explanatory variable. We controlled for potential seasonal and body size effects by adding day
of the year and tarsus length as explanatory variables. A polynomial day of the year term was
not statistically significant, and thus not included in the statistical analyses. Male identity was
fitted as random effect on the intercept. Further, we included aviary set-up (i.e. with/without
females) as a two-level explanatory variable to the analysis concerning the captive house
sparrows 172, and year (i.e. 2015, 2016) to the analysis concerning the wild house sparrows. The
variation among males was estimated as zero for the wild house sparrows. This could mean that
we could not fully account for repeated measurements of males. To ensure that our model for
the wild house sparrows was robust, we re-ran it using only one randomly selected observation
per male (function “sample” in R version 3.4.1 119), (see Table C3 in the appendix confirming
the robustness of results). The total sample sizes were 195 measurements from 142 captive and
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56 measurements of 46 wild house sparrows. Captive house sparrows were one to three, five,
and eight to ten years old. Wild house sparrows were one to six years old.
d) Number of sperm on PVL
We summarised the data of the number of sperm on PVL from eggs that either stemmed from
aviaries with only old (> six years) or young (one to three years) males using box plots. We
further ran an unequal variances t-test to compare the mean number of sperm on PVL (logtransformed). However, this approach should be treated cautiously because the male origin of
sperm on the PVL, i.e. one or multiple males, and therefore the possibility of nonindependence of data could not established.
4.4. Results
Length of sperm components
We did not find an association between the length of sperm components and male age the
captive and the wild house sparrows (Table 3 captivity: 3262 examined sperm from 127 males,
Table 3.1. wild: 672 examined sperm from 34 males). As previously shown in this population 98,
sperm sampled from faeces resulted in statistically significantly shorter sperm (Table 3). When
the analysis was restricted to samples collected via abdominal massage only (2148 examined
sperm from 116 males) the results were qualitatively similar (appendix Table C1). Additionally,
captive house sparrows housed with females had statistically significantly longer midpieces and
flagella than males housed without females (Table 3). Sperm sampled in captivity in 2015
showed shorter heads and longer midpieces (Table 3) and sperm in the wild in 2015 showed
shorter flagella compared to sperm sampled in 2014 (Table 3.1.).
Proportion of morphologically abnormal sperm
Captive house sparrows had on average, 16.8% ± 12.9 (mean ± SD) morphologically abnormal
sperm, compared to only 5.3% ± 8.7 morphologically abnormal sperm in the wild house
sparrows, which was statistically significantly different (X 2 = 5.68, df = 1, P = 0.02). In neither
dataset was the proportion of morphologically abnormal sperm associated with male age
(Table 3.2.). The substitute microscope resulted in higher abnormality scores (Table 3.2.).
When we restricted the captive house sparrow dataset to the original microscope (51
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experimental ejaculates of 38 males instead of 87 experimental ejaculates of 73 males), the result
of no association between the proportion of morphologically abnormal sperm and male age
remained qualitatively similar (Table C2 in the appendix).
Cloacal protuberance volume
There was no association between cloacal protuberance volume and age in the captive house
sparrows (195 observations of 142 males) and in the wild (56 observations of 46 males, Table
3.3.). Instead larger tarsi were associated with larger cloacal protuberances in captivity. Cloacal
protuberance volume seasonally increased in the captive house sparrows and decreased in the
wild house sparrows (Table 3.3.).
Number of sperm on PVL
The mean number of old males’ sperm reaching the eggs of females (mean ± SD: 147 ± 124, N
= 28 eggs) was nearly three-times higher than the mean number of young males’ sperm (mean
± SD: 56 ± 53, N = 12 eggs), Fig. 4. This difference was statistically significant (unequal
variances t-test, t16.73 = 2.36, P = 0.03). We excluded an outlier egg (z-score = 7) with 1013 sperm,
including it would have strengthened this result. Further, of 41 eggs examined, 39 were
fertilised. The two unfertilised eggs stemmed from an aviary of each male age group,
respectively.
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number of sperm on perivitelline layer (PVL)

Figure 4.
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Figure 4: The number of sperm on perivitelline layers (PLV) was approximately three-times as

high for old (> six years) than for young males (one to three years). We show the distribution
of individual data including an outlier (one egg with 1013 sperm, z-score = 7) using box plots
with widths scaled to sample sizes.
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4.5. Discussion
Our overall aim was to elucidate factors promoting the positive relationship between male age
and extra-pair paternity 113. Specifically, we predicted a sperm quantity-quality trade-off related
to male age. However, we found no evidence for such a trade-off. Precisely, neither sperm
morphology nor cloacal protuberance size were associated with male age. Instead, we found
evidence for a possible post-copulatory advantage for older males because the number of old
males’ sperm in the eggs of females was about three times higher than the number of young
males’ sperm.
In domestic chicken, Gallus domesticus, the number of sperm in the PVL exemplifies
the number of inseminated sperm as well as a female’s sperm storage capacity and the
probability of an egg being fertile 216–218. In house sparrows, unfertilised eggs are rare and
embryonic death is a much greater cause of unhatched eggs than infertility 225. Indeed, 95% of
all the eggs we examined were fertilised but the number of sperm in the PVL of eggs laid in
aviaries with only old males was significantly higher than in aviaries with only young males.
This result is intriguing because neither the number of mating attempts nor the number of
copulations nor female choice are explained by male age in this population 99. Taken together
the results suggest that age-related post-copulatory differences affect the number of sperm on
PVL and it is tempting to speculate whether sperm competition mechanisms 78 (e.g. sperm
longevity, sperm concentration or sperm velocity) or cryptic female choice 226 (female mediated
bias favouring sperm from older males) are in charge. It would also be interesting to see if the
difference in sperm PVL number translates into a fertilisation advantage for older males in a
set-up that allows for sperm competition of older versus young males.
Cloacal protuberance volume was positively associated with tarsus size and date of
measurement in captive house sparrows and it was negatively associated with the date of
measurement in the wild house sparrows. In the wild, measurements included the end of the
breeding season, so the decline in cloacal protuberance volume can be interpreted as the
regression of male reproductive gonadal growth 61,172. The large between male variance present
in the captive dataset emphasizes that individual level predictors other than age and body size
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must be at play. It would thus be worthwhile to analyse other individual-level predictors such
as individual mating status in the future 172.
The lack of association between sperm length and male age in our data corroborates
results in other passerines 133,205,227. Given that sperm length shows between year repeatability
within males 227, which remains to be tested in house sparrows, it might indeed be surprising to
find an association of sperm length with male age.
The results further revealed (i) differences in sperm length in relation to the year of
sampling, (ii) the social environment and (iii) the method of sperm sampling, independently of
male age. (i) The result of differences in sperm length across years might reflect an underlying
seasonality. House wrens, Troglodytes aedon, 227 and male red-winged blackbirds, Agelaius
phoeniceus, 228 show seasonal changes in sperm length. In the latter population, sperm length
additionally varied across years 228, so seasonal changes in sperm length might be ubiquitous in
passerines. (ii) We found that males kept with females had significantly longer midpieces and
flagella than males kept with males only. This could indicate a plastic within-male response to
sperm competition, similar to Gouldian finches, Erythrura gouldiae, that increased midpiece
sizes in high competition environments 188. The social environment is one cue affecting
reproductive male development 165 and house sparrows decline sperm production and exhibit
testes degeneration when caged individually 72. Also, house sparrows’ midpiece size shows only
weak within-male repeatability 180, which fits the idea of a plastic response to the social
environment. What is unclear is how longer midpieces and flagella affect a sperm’s fertilisation
success because whereas sperm with longer midpieces and flagella make the best swimmers with
the highest fertilisation success in zebra finches, Taeniopygia guttata, 229 in house sparrows,
midpiece length and sperm velocity seem to be negatively correlated 215. (iii) Additionally,
sperm length varied within males in relation to sperm collection method, which is discussed in
detail elsewhere 98.
The proportion of morphologically abnormal sperm was unrelated to male age, which
contrasts our predictions. This was surprising because we had relatively many old house
sparrows (47 captive males older than five years) in the dataset and these males are expected to
have more mutations in their germline than younger males 198. Yet, our sample size is modest
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compared to a study using a captive breeding facility with 1080 houbara bustards where male
age and the proportion of abnormal sperm where positively associated 230. Another possibility
is that if indeed both sperm number and sperm abnormalities increased with male age than our
decision to follow the standard procedure of analysing a subset of sperm 162,174,231 was not ideal.
Whilst sperm morphology is an important factor to evaluate a male’s fertilisation efficiency 199,
it is also a highly complex trait that is most difficult to standardize 232. One reason is its
sensitivity to an apparatus as simple as a microscope, as evidenced in our results. It is thus
possible that other analytical approaches such as sperm DNA integrity or oxidative stress status
assays 232 are better suited to detect qualitative differences in sperm of older and younger males
than morphological abnormality scores.
To conclude sperm morphologies important for fertilisation success (e.g. 229) were
unrelated to male age in captive and wild house sparrow. Morphologically abnormal sperm
exemplifying lower quality sperm 231 did also not differ in relation to male age, and male’s
cloacal protuberance sizes were suggestive of similar relative testes sizes and sperm reservoirs in
older and younger house sparrows. Importantly, the number of sperm reaching the site of
fertilisation suggested that male age and PVL sperm number were positively correlated, which
hints at a post-copulatory advantage for older males but it did not translate into a higher
number of eggs being fertilised. It has been suggested that female polyandry evolved because it
might help females avoiding fertilisations by older, senescent males 55. This line of thought is
plausible under following conditions: females are indifferent to male age during pre-copulatory
mating, older males are worse sperm-competitors than younger males and female suffer
decreased fecundity or lower quality offspring when fertilised by older males 55. Our data do
not support the conditions necessary for the idea of polyandry being a means to avoid
fertilisations by older males.
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Table 3. The association between a) the total, b) the head, c) the midpiece and d) the flagellum

length of 3262 sperm and the age of 127 captive male house sparrows.
Captive house sparrows

estimate (lower CrI to upper CrI)
a) total length (μm)

(intercept)

99.48 (98.76 to 100.18)

age

0.36 (-0.10 to 0.86)

sMLH

-0.09 (-0.55 to 0.34)

aviary set-up (with females)

1.06 (0.42 to 1.66)

method (faeces)
year (2015)

-0.51 (-0.92 to -0.09)

-0.32 (-0.89 to 0.25)

Random effects

male ID
aviary
sample ID
residual variance

7.15 (5.72 to 8.80)
0.04 (0.02 to 0.08)
0.83 (0.70 to 1)
2.88 (2.81 to 2.95)

b) head (μm)

(intercept)

14.12 (13.82 to 14.43)

age

0.06 (-0. 08 to 0.19)

sMLH

-0.08 (-0.18 to 0.03)

aviary set-up (with females)

0.15 (-0.15 to 0.42)

method (faeces)

-0.32 (-0.47 to -0.18)

year (2015)

-0.53 (-0.80 to -0.24)

Random effects

male ID

0.25 (0.19 to 0.31)

aviary

0.03 (0.01 to 0.06)

sample ID

0.17 (0.15 to 0.219)

residual variance

0.86 (0.84 to 0.88)
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Table 3 continued
Captive house sparrows

estimate (lower CrI to upper CrI)
c) midpiece (μm)

(intercept)

66.43 (65.86 to 66.99)

age

0.06 (-0.31 to 0.43)

sMLH

0.12 (-0.21 to 0.45)

aviary set-up (with females)
method (faeces)
year (2015)

1.01 (0.53 to 1.51)

-0.34 (-0.72 to 0.03)
0.98 (0.51 to 1.46)

Random effects

male ID

4.19 (3.37 to 5.08)

aviary

0.02 (0.01 to 0.03)

sample ID

0.64 (0.53 to 0.76)

residual variance

2.71 (2.65 to 2.77)

d) flagellum

(intercept)
age
sMLH

85.45 (84.72 to 86.15)
0.24 (-0.21 to 0.70)
0 (-0.44 to 0.41)

aviary set-up (with females)

0.86 (0.28 to 1.46)

method (faeces)

-0.19 (-0.55 to 0.18)

year (2015)

0.14 (-0.43 to 0.70)

Random effects

male ID

7.40 (5.93 to 9.02)

aviary

0.07 (0.03 to 0.14)

sample ID

0.51 (0.42 to 0.60)

residual variance

2.80 (2.73 to 2.86)

We controlled for standardized multi-locus heterozygosity (sMLH), aviary set-up (i.e.
with/without females), sperm collection method (i.e. abdominal massage/faeces), and year (i.e.
2014/2015) of sperm collection. Male age, as well as sMLH were centred and scaled. We present
posterior means and CrI. CrI interpreted as statistically significant results are in bold.
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Table 3.1. The association between a) the total, b) the head, c) the midpiece and d) the

flagellum length of 672 sperm and the age of 34 wild male house sparrows.
Wild house sparrows

estimate (lower CrI to upper CrI)
a) total length (μm)

(intercept)
age
sMLH
year (2015)

99.22 (98.06 to 100.35)
-0.07 (-1.03 to 0.90)
0.52 (-0.51 to 1.58)
-2.81 (-4.44 to -1.22)

Random effects

male ID

9.14 (7.26 to 11.80)

residual variance

2.60 (2.47 to 2.74)

b) head (μm)

(intercept)

13.10 (12.82 to 13.39)

age

-0.05 (-0.30 to 0.19)

sMLH
year (2015)

0.13 (-0.11 to 0.37)
-0.29 (-0.73 to 0.17)

Random effects

male ID

0.57 (0.47 to 0.70)

residual variance

0.82 (0.78 to 0.86)

c) midpiece (μm)

(intercept)

68.02 (67.35 to 68.66)

age

0.40 (-1.08 to 0.07)

sMLH

-0.52 (-0.31 to 0.42)

year (2015)

-0.10 (-1.22 to 1.10)

Random effects

male ID

2.64 (2.03 to 3.35)

residual variance

2.66 (2.52 to 2.81)
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Table 3.1. continued
Wild house sparrows

estimate (lower CrI to upper CrI)
e) flagellum

(intercept)

86.06 (85.01 to 87.17)

age

0.05 (-0.83 to 0.91)

sMLH

0.38 (-0.52 to 1.26)

year (2015)

-2.33 (-3.82 to 0.87)

Random effects

male ID

7.30 (5.71 to 9.28)

residual variance

2.57 (2.44 to 2.71)

We controlled for sMLH and year of sperm collection (i.e. 2014/2015). Male age, as well as
sMLH were centred and scaled. We present posterior means and CrI. CrI interpreted as
statistically significant results are in bold.
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Table 3.2. We tested the association between the proportion of morphologically abnormal

sperm and male age in captive (87 experimental ejaculates of 73 males) and wild house sparrows
(23 experimental ejaculates of 23 males.
proportion of morphologically abnormal sperm (logit-link scale)

estimate (lower CrI to upper CrI)
a) Captive house sparrows

(intercept)

-2.24 (-2.66 to -1.84)

age

0.16 (-0.06 to 0.38)

sMLH

-0.09 (-0.33 to 0.12)

aviary set-up (with females)

0.15 (-0.58 to 0.80)

method (faeces)
microscope (Olympus)

-0.09 (-0.56 to 0.37)
0.77 (0.11 to 1.44)

Random effects

male ID

0.26 (0.18 to 0.36)

aviary
observation level random effect

0 (0 to 0)
0.57 (0.43 to 0.73)

b) Wild house sparrows

(intercept)

-3.84 (-4.50 to -3.16)

age

0.22 (-0.39 to 0.83)

sMLH

0.62 (-0.07 to 1.31)

year (2015)

0.44 (-1.01 to 1.90)

Random effects

observation level random effect

1. 73 (1.14 to 2.49)

We controlled for sMLH in both populations, aviary set-up (i.e. with/without females), sperm
collection method (i.e. abdominal massage/faeces), and the microscope used (i.e.
Zeiss/Olympus) in the captive house sparrows and year (i.e. 2014/2015) in the wild house
sparrows. Male age, as well as sMLH were centred and scaled. We present posterior means and
CrI. CrI interpreted as statistically significant results are in bold.
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Table 3.3. We tested the association between cloacal protuberance volume (mm3) and male age

in captive (195 observations of 142 males) and wild house sparrows (56 observations of 46
males).
cloacal protuberance volume (mm3)

estimate (lower CrI to upper CrI)
a) Captive house sparrows

(intercept)

49.37 (42.05 to 57.03)

age

-1.07 (-4.43 to 2.34)

aviary set-up (with females)

2.57 (-7.91 to 13.90)

day of year

4.13 (0.60 to 7.49)

tarsus

2.86 (0.06 to 5.64)

Random effects

male ID
aviary
residual variance

222.69 (184.93 to 264.59)
15.12 (4.45 31.69)
9.03 (8.19 to 9.97)

b) Wild house sparrows

(intercept)
age
day of year

3.27 (3.07 to 3.50)
0.08 (-0.08 to 0.25)
-0.37 (-0.58 to -0.14)

tarsus

-0.03 (-0.20 to 0.12)

year (2016)

-0.23 (-0.66 to 0.21)

Random effects

male ID
residual variance

0 (0 to 0)
0.62 (0.51 to 0.75)

We controlled for day of the year (captivity: June 14th- June 21st, wild: May 6th to August 17th)
and tarsus size in both populations. Aviary set-up (i.e. with/without females) was added to the
analysis on captive house sparrows, and year (i.e. 2015/2016) was added to the analysis on wild
house sparrows. Cloacal protuberance volume of wild house sparrows was log-transformed.
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4.8. Appendix
Table C1. We tested the association between a) the total, b) the head, c) the midpiece and d)

the flagellum length of 2148 sperm and the age of 116 captive male house sparrows using only
samples collected via abdominal massage.
Captive house sparrows

estimate (lower CrI to upper CrI)
a) total length (μm)

(intercept)

99.73 (99 to 100.45)

age

0.24 (-0.22 to 0.73)

sMLH

-0.19 (-0.63 to 0.25)

aviary set-up (with females)

0.81 (0.22 to 1.40)

year (2015)

-0.53 (-1.09 to 0.03)

Random effects

male ID
aviary

6.92 (5.46 to 8.52)
0 (0 to 0)

sample ID

0.71 (0.56 to 0.89)

residual variance

2.97 (2.86 to 3.06)

b) head (μm)

(intercept)

14.21 (13.90 to 14.51)

age

0.08 (-0.06 to 0.22)

sMLH

-0.05 (-0.16 to 0.05)

aviary set-up (with females)
year (2015)

0.13 (-0.17 to 0.43)
-0.62 (-0.92 to -0.32)

Random effects

male ID
aviary
sample ID
residual variance

0.21 (0.16 to 0.27)
0.04 (0.02 to 0.08)
0.16 (0.13 to 0.19)
0.86 (0.83 to 0.88)
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Table C1. continued
Captive house sparrows

estimate (lower CrI to upper CrI)
c) midpiece (μm)

(intercept)

66.75 (66.09 to 67.39)

age

-0.03 (-0.39 to 0.34)

sMLH

0.03 (-0.32 to 0.40)

aviary set-up (with females)

0.67 (0.14 to 1.19)

year (2015)

0.77 (0.19 to 1.34)

Random effects

male ID

2.95 (2.34 to 3.63)

aviary

0 (0 to 0)

sample ID

1.24 (0.99 to 1.54)

residual variance

2.36 (2.29 to 2.43)

e) flagellum

(intercept)

85.61 (84.86 to 86.34)

age

0.10 (-0.38 to 0.55)

sMLH

-0.13 (-0.57 to 0.30)

aviary set-up (with females)

0.65 (0.04 to 1.27)

year (2015)

0.03 (-0.61 to 0.62)

Random effects

male ID

7.29 (5.76 to 8.97)

aviary

0.05 (0.02 to 0.10)

sample ID

0.47 (0.36 to 0.59)

residual variance

2.87 (2.78 to 2.96)

We controlled for sMLH, aviary set-up (i.e. with/without females) and year (i.e. 2014/2015) of
sperm collection. Male age, as well as sMLH were centred and scaled. We present posterior
means and CrI. CrI interpreted as statistically significant results are in bold.
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Table C2. We tested the association between the proportion of morphologically abnormal

sperm screened on the Zeiss microscope only and male age in 51 experimental ejaculates of 38
captive house sparrows.
proportion of morphologically abnormal sperm (logit-link scale)

estimate (lower CrI to upper CrI)
a) Captive house sparrows
(intercept)

-2.12 (-2.57 to -1.65)

age

0.16 (-0.13 to 0.44)

sMLH

-0.13 (-0.44 to 0.17)

aviary set-up (with females)

-0.14 (-0.99 to 0.74)

method (faeces)

-0.27 (-0.77 to 0.25)

Random effects

male ID
aviary
observation level random factor

0.39 (0.23 to 0.59)
0 (0 to 0)
0.47 (0.31 to 0.66)

We controlled for sMLH, aviary set-up (i.e. with/without females), and sperm collection
method (i.e. abdominal massage/faeces). Male age, as well as sMLH were centred and scaled.
We present posterior means and CrI. CrI interpreted as statistically significant results are in
bold.
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Table C3. We used a restricted dataset without repeated measurements (N = 46 males) to test

for an association of cloacal protuberance with male age because only 8 of 46 males were
measured two or three times.
cloacal protuberance volume (mm3)

estimate (lower CrI to upper CrI)
b) Wild house sparrows

(intercept)
age
day of year

3.29 (3.06 to 3.54)
0.10 (-0.09 to 0.29)
-0.43 (-0.67 to -0.19)

tarsus

-0.04 (-0.23 to 0.13)

year (2016)

-0.31 (-0.80 to 0.19)

Unsurprisingly, using male ID as a random effect resulted in zero estimated variance signalling
that we had to few repeated measurements from males. This could mean that we could not
account fully for repeated measurements. To ensure that our main model was robust, we reran it using one randomly selected observation (function “sample” in R version 3.4.1 119 per
male only. Cloacal protuberance volume was log-transformed. Results are from a linear mixed
model with centred and scaled continuous input variables. We present posterior means and
CrI. CrI interpreted as statistically significant results are in bold.
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5. Chapter: The fitness consequences of male mating strategies

Antje Girndt, Alfredo Sánchez-Tójar, Isabel Winney, Yu-Hsun Hsu, Shinichi Nakagawa,
Terry Burke, Julia Schroeder
Submitted to a peer-reviewed journal

5.1. Abstract
One fundamental assumption of sexual selection theory is that males increase their fitness
through mating with multiple females. Contrastingly, female promiscuity is driven by genetic
benefits. This hypothesis has often been tested, albeit with equivocal results. However, we lack
data on the fitness benefits for promiscuous males in socially monogamous species. Here, we
show in data of 13 years of a pedigreed wild bird population that male promiscuity resulted in
significantly lower lifetime fitness. This finding is best explained by the existence of males with
no social partner, lower recruitment of extra-pair offspring, and seemingly higher quality of
monogamous males. We conclude that the same behaviour – mating outside a pair bond –
receives different fitness consequences depending on context.
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5.2. Introduction
Not all members of a sex reproduce equally well. In socially monogamous species, a male that
fertilises other females than his social female is promiscuous (i.e. extra-pair fertilisations). Thus,
promiscuous males are expected to produce more offspring than males that remain
monogamous, and monogamous males should have a fitness disadvantage over promiscuous
males in the same population. From an evolutionary perspective, in any socially monogamous
population, all males are thus expected to be promiscuous, monogamy should be selected
against in males 233, and promiscuity is considered to be adaptive for males 234–236. A required
assumption made for male extra-pair fertilisations to be adaptive is that the increase in
offspring number is predicted to also result in higher lifetime fitness (i.e. Darwinian fitness)
19,237. However, we lack comprehensive empirical data on lifetime male fitness in relation to

male mating strategy to test this assumption.
There are several reasons for this lack of empirical data. First, to collect lifetime fitness
data of males one needs to be confident to have identified all offspring of a male. Such data are
notoriously challenging to obtain due to the difficulty to ensure complete sampling of all
offspring from promiscuous males, which may be present in unobserved nests. A related
methodological problem is the correct assignment of mating strategies. In many wild
populations, a seemingly monogamous male can have unobserved extra-pair offspring. Thus,
while the presence of extra-pair offspring undoubtedly proves a promiscuous strategy, in open
populations it is often impossible to consider a male to be monogamous with a high certainty.
These methodological difficulties might explain why the often made intuitive assumption that
male extra-pair fertilisations are adaptive (sensu increasing Darwinian fitness) is theoretically 238
supported, but not thoroughly empirically tested. Studies that came closest to testing whether a
promiscuous male mating strategy maximises reproductive output looked into human male
mating strategies with mixed results 239. Humans; however, constitute a complex model species
to study fitness consequences of mating behaviour with peculiarities such as self-reported
fidelity and birth control measures 240. It is arguable whether one can generalise from human
reproductive behaviour to other socially monogamous species. Another taxon that is
predominantly socially monogamous is birds 14. Studies on birds that aimed to test the
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assumption that male promiscuity is adaptive focussed on polygyny (i.e. being socially paired
to more than one female in time) 241–243 but did not compare extra-pair males with
monogamous males. Thus, we still lack empirical data comparing the mean lifetime fitness of
promiscuous (i.e. extra-pair) males with that of monogamous males.
In birds, extra-pair copulations happen opportunistically by males that are often paired
themselves 18, and tend to be older 48,49. Despite the agreement that extra-pair mating opens the
stage for sexual selection to operate, it is still unclear how much of a role it plays in socially
monogamous populations 244–246. Theory predicts that extra-pair males are genetically, or
reproductively superior to a female's social male because extra-pair males provide no other
direct benefit than sperm 247. Empirical evidence, however, including meta-analyses, do not
support this indirect benefits hypothesis 40,49,248. Yet the basic assumption underlying the
female indirect benefits hypothesis or non-adaptive alternatives is that male promiscuity is
under positive selection because it increases paternity 44. Given the lack of support for the
female indirect benefits despite a large amount of data, it is timely to empirically test the
hypothesis that promiscuity maximises fitness in socially monogamous populations.
To fill this gap in our knowledge, we used 13 years of genetic and social pedigree data
from a closed population that overcome the above-mentioned methodological problems, to
quantify the fitness consequences of male monogamous and promiscuous mating strategies.
Our data stems from a wild insular population of house sparrows, Passer domesticus, of known
ages. Our lifetime fitness and mating strategy estimates are unusually precise for a wild
population because of the almost absent dispersal, and the systematic monitoring of
reproduction and survival combined with repeated genotyping of individuals 53. We test the
hypotheses (1) that more promiscuous males have higher fitness than less promiscuous males
and (2) that promiscuous males have higher lifetime fitness than monogamous males.
5.3. Methods
Study population
Our data were collected on Lundy Island, England, which is approximately 19 km away from the
British Devonshire coast. Lundy Island holds a population of house sparrows that have been
systematically monitored since 2000. House sparrows show biparental care, are multi-brooded,
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socially monogamous and moderately promiscuous 61. Consistent with meta-analytic results
across species, females do not choose extra-pair males on their phenotypic or genetic quality in
our population 49. Birds are resighted and captured by continuous monitoring throughout the
breeding season (April − August) and during annual winter trapping excursions. The average
annual individual resighting rate varies between 91% and 96% 219,220. Individuals are fitted with
unique colour-ring combinations and a numbered ring from the British Trust for Ornithology
219.

Migration between Lundy Island and the mainland is almost absent 53. We recorded the

identities of adults attending all nests every year (the social parents) 249 and took DNA samples
from all birds, and tissue samples from unhatched eggs 117. We assembled a social and genetic
pedigree for all birds on Lundy 49,89,117,132. The pedigree analysis is described in detail elsewhere
49.

Data and statistical analyses
We collated lifetime fitness data as the number of recruits for the years 2000–2012. We defined
recruits as those offspring that were observed breeding and gained genetic parentage themselves
53. Contrastingly, we used offspring data, which included all hatchlings, embryos, and even

unhatched eggs, to assign male mating strategies. We assigned these offspring into two
categories to assign a mating strategy to their genetic fathers. First, within-pair offspring were
those that a male sired with his social female for a given brood. Second, extra-pair offspring
were offspring whose genetic father was not the social father attending the brood. If social
paternity for an offspring was unknown the offspring was left uncategorised. To ensure that
the phenotype of our males was not biased by partially assigned offspring, we used a restricted
dataset (N = 122) with males whose genetic offspring all had complete social parentage
information, which yielded qualitatively similar results (see appendix D1 and Table D1). In
order to compare lifetime fitness, only males known or assumed to be dead by the end of data
collection were included. Males were classified as dead two years after they were last recorded
(using information from, recapture, resighting and inferred breeding) 220, apart from seven
males whose mortality status was confirmed by sightings of their carcasses. Furthermore, we
did not include males that attempted to breed but did not leave genetic offspring. Our final
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dataset of lifetime fitness thus included 181 fathers of 2,877 offspring of which 469 were extrapair offspring.
Hypothesis 1: Increasing promiscuity leads to higher fitness
To test the hypothesis whether males that are more promiscuous have a higher lifetime fitness
(i.e. lifetime number of recruits) than those who are less promiscuous, we assessed mating
strategy with a continuous measure. Male promiscuity was considered as the frequency of
extra-pair paternity, by dividing the number of a male's lifetime extra-pair offspring by its total
lifetime offspring (N = 181 fathers). Thus, male mating strategy was assessed on overall
offspring data including unhatched eggs, while fitness was quantified through the number of
recruits that actually contributed to the future genepool.
We fitted a generalised linear mixed-effects models using Markov Chain Monte Carlo
simulations (MCMCglmm) 250 with the number of lifetime recruits as the response variable.
Male promiscuity was the predictor of interest. We added longevity as a continuous meancentred 127 covariate to control for the number of breeding years. Cohort was fitted as a random
effect.
However, considering promiscuity as a continuous measurement is problematic
because the total number of offspring can affect the promiscuity measure considerably (i.e. a
male siring only one extra-pair offspring, and no within-pair offspring, is scored 1). We thus ran
an additional analysis testing for the relative frequency of promiscuity and found qualitatively
similar results (see appendix D6).
Furthermore, our data allow us, with high certainty, to consider males as monogamous
– males that never had any extra-pair offspring. The difference between a male having zero
extra-pair offspring and a male that has one or more extra-pair offspring is biologically
different, assuming that the number of extra-pair offspring reflects male extra-pair copulation
behaviour 23,24. Therefore, we also tested whether promiscuous males had higher fitness than
monogamous males, using a categorical mating strategy approach.
Hypothesis 2: Promiscuous males have higher fitness than monogamous males
Lifetime fitness
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To test whether promiscuous males had higher lifetime fitness (i.e. more lifetime recruits) than
monogamous males, we assessed mating strategy on a lifetime basis. Males that did not produce
extra-pair offspring were categorised as monogamous. In contrast, males that produced at least
one extra-pair offspring were categorised as promiscuous. Thus, identical to the analysis testing
hypothesis 1, male mating strategy was assessed on overall offspring data including unhatched
eggs, while fitness was quantified through the number of recruits that contributed to the
future genepool.
It is questionable whether males that were unpaired, but sired offspring with females
paired with other males, should be considered promiscuous or not. The behaviour that leads to
this pattern is the same, yet the context differs. Unpaired males are likely of lower quality
because otherwise they would be chosen by a female as social partner. Therefore, we further
classified promiscuous males into those that were social fathers, and had extra-pair offspring,
and those males that that sired extra-pair offspring but were not observed as social fathers at a
nest (from here on termed floaters). Methodologically, the latter could have occurred if we had
failed to find broods of floaters. However, we confidently exclude this possibility because for
every unobserved brood, there must be a genetic father, and a mother. Thus, the probability to
misclassify a floater should be the same for either sex. Yet, in every case but one, the genetic
mothers of offspring with no known brood of origin were known to be paired with other
males, while the floaters were not known to be paired. We found no similarly unpaired female
as a genetic mother in our pedigree. We therefore are confident that our assignment of floaters
is accurate.
Our lifetime dataset of 181 fathers thus consisted of 102 promiscuous, 40 monogamous
and 39 floaters. We modelled lifetime fitness of a male as the response variable, with mating
strategy as a three-level fixed factor. We added longevity in years as a continuous mean-centred
covariate in the lifetime models. A quadratic longevity term had no effect and therefore we did
not include it in the final model. Cohort was fitted as a random effect.
Annual fitness
Extra-pair paternity reveals only the identity of the male providing the one successful sperm 15.
We thus most likely underestimated the frequency of male promiscuous behaviour 251. This can
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introduce bias in such that the chance of detecting promiscuity increases with the number of
offspring a male sires 125. We accounted for this problem by assessing mating strategy on an
annual basis. This removes the detectability bias by age because males have a more equal
opportunity for detection within one year given the more similar numbers of offspring
produced annually compared to a lifetime. This approach also accounted for males changing
mating strategies over the course of their lives (see Fig. D4 in the appendix). We tested for a
relationship between male mating strategy and fitness on an annual basis during the years 2000
- 2012. This dataset included males that were still alive after 2012 (N = 271 males). We modelled
the annual number of recruits of a male as the response variable, and male mating strategy,
assessed on the basis of his within- and extra-pair offspring from only that year, as fixed threelevel factor. Linear and squared age were included as continuous mean-centred covariates, and
year, male identity and cohort were fitted as random effects.
Simulating random extra-pair paternity
Furthermore, we used baseline data from the real lifetime dataset, restricted to only socially
paired males (N =142 males) to simulate the expected outcome of lifetime fitness for male
monogamy and promiscuity assuming that extra-pair paternity occurs randomly. If
promiscuous behaviour and thus extra-pair paternities are truly random with no additional
biological driver, one would expect the numerical advantage in fitness predicted by sexual
selection theory 6 of promiscuous over monogamous males. In the simulations, all males'
offspring were randomly assigned (using the function “runif”) to be within- or extra-pair with
a global probability of being extra-pair equivalent to the observed population mean (P = 0.145,
410 extra-pair offspring in 2818 offspring from 142 males). We then re-categorised males as
promiscuous or monogamous based on this random distribution of extra-pair paternity among
their offspring by running a 100 simulations using MCMCglmms. Consequently, we assigned
males as either promiscuous or monogamous based on the observed occurrence of an extra-pair
offspring among a male's progeny. This approach allowed us to validate whether our observed
assignment of mating strategy was affected by the offspring number a male sired, and whether
the observed effect differed from an effect expected if mating strategies were random. Both, the
model with the simulated and observed two-levelled predictor of mating strategy were identical
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in parameters and settings to our main model used to test hypothesis 2 (described below and in
detail in the appendix D2).
General statistical methods
We used Bayesian Markov-Monte-Carlo generalised linear mixed models in the package
MCMCglmm 2.21 in R Studio v.3.2.0.119 to run all our models. We mean-centred all continuous
explanatory variables in all models to achieve a meaningful intercept and facilitate model
convergence 127. Parameter estimates are reported as posterior modes and 95% credible intervals
(CrI). CrI not overlapping zero can be interpreted as a frequentist P-value of < 0.05, and thus
as a statistically significant result 178. However, using CrI to test null-hypotheses should not
exclude acknowledging that CrI provide more valuable information than P-values (e.g.
uncertainty in the parameter estimate, how close the model estimate is to zero) 127,178. Further
details of model parameters and settings are described in the appendix D2.
5.4. Results
Males bred for up to 7 years. Promiscuous males lived longest (mean 3.33 years, 1.22 SD)
compared to monogamous males (mean 1.8 years, 0.91 SD) and floaters (mean 1.21 years, 0.47
SD, with the difference in longevity between promiscuous and monogamous males being
significant (Kruskal-Wallis test: χ2 = 41, df =1, P <0.001, 102 promiscuous and 40 monogamous
males). Males produced up to 12 lifetime recruits (mean 1.82 recruits, 2.61 SD), and 45.3% of all
males did not recruit any offspring.
Hypothesis 1: Increasing promiscuity leads to higher fitness
We found that with increasing promiscuity, lifetime male fitness decreased (Fig. 5, Table 4a).
Males that lived longer had more recruits (Table 4a). This relationship was driven floaters (i.e.
males scoring 1), see appendix D5 for analysis excluding these males.
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Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Lifetime fitness in relation to promiscuity. Lifetime fitness declines with increasing

promiscuity in a population of 181 male house sparrows. The continuous line is the regression
line of the fitted values from a Poisson MCMCglmm. Broken lines serve as visual aid and
represent the upper and lower CrI of the posterior distribution. The radius of the bubbles
visualises the frequency of lifetime recruits per promiscuity score from individual data. All data
are back-transformed.
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Hypothesis 2: Promiscuous males have higher fitness than monogamous males
Lifetime fitness
The difference in the number of lifetime recruits was not statistically significant between
promiscuous and monogamous males (Fig. 5.1., Table 4b), when floaters were accounted for.
Floaters had the lowest fitness (Fig. 5.1., Table 4b and Appendix D1-D3). Monogamous males
thus achieved the same lifetime fitness in less time compared to promiscuous males. The
numbers of lifetime recruits increased with longevity (Table 4b). Also, see the appendix for a
comparison of the average reproductive success (lifetime offspring Fig. D1., Table D2, lifetime
within-pair offspring Fig. D3, Table D4, annual offspring Fig. D2., Table D3) of promiscuous
and monogamous male showing that promiscuous males sire significantly more lifetime
offspring but of these a similar number of within-pair offspring compared to monogamous
males (appendix Fig. D3, Table D4).
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Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1.: Lifetime fitness pay-offs per mating strategy. Promiscuous males (blue),

operationally defined as males with at least one extra-pair offspring, did not produce
significantly more lifetime recruits than monogamous males (orange) in a wild population of
181 male house sparrows. Floaters (grey), which are unpaired males that fertilised already paired
females, produced least lifetime recruits. Dots represent posterior modes from a Poisson
MCMCglmm and vertical bars the CrI. All data are back-transformed.
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Annual analysis
There was no difference in annual fitness between promiscuous and monogamous males (Fig.
5.2., Table 4.1.). Floaters sired the least number of annual recruits (Table 4.1., Fig. 5.2.). Annual
fitness was affected by both linear and to a much lesser degree by squared age (Table 2). There
was a strong year effect on offspring recruitment, which reflects annual stochasticity in
offspring survival (Table 4.1.).

Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2.: Annual fitness pay-offs per mating strategy. Annually, there is considerable overlap

in the number of recruits for 271 house sparrow males pursuing promiscuity or monogamy.
Floaters leave fewest annual recruits compared to promiscuous and monogamous males until
siring a similar number of annual recruits (age >4). The radius of the bubbles visualises the
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frequency of the annual number of recruits per age score from individual data. Continuous
line are the regression lines of the fitted values from a Poisson MCMCglmm. Broken lines serve
as visual aid and represent the upper and lower bounds of the respective CrI of the posterior
distribution for each male mating strategy. All data are back-transformed.

Simulating random extra-pair paternity
Assuming extra-pair paternity would be random, the proportion of promiscuous males would
increase, following a logarithmic shape, as a function of their number of offspring (Fig. 5.3.a,
purple dots and connecting lines). Such a pattern is representative for detecting rare events
more often with more sampling events. The actually observed proportion of promiscuous
males (Fig. 5.3.a, orange dots and connecting lines) differs from this pattern. Thus, certain
males are less promiscuous than expected by chance, while others are more promiscuous,
suggesting that some biological effects are at play. Our simulated data showed that
promiscuous males would be expected to have significantly higher fitness than monogamous
males (Fig. 5.3.b, see Table D7 in the appendix). Thus, while the parameter estimates for each
category do not differ significantly, the observed pattern of no difference between
monogamous and promiscuous males deviates from this random scenario.
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Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3.: Assignment of mating strategies based on randomised and observed occurrence of

extra-pair paternity. a) Simulated data of the probability of males being assigned as
promiscuous or monogamous as a function of their real number of offspring once a) using a
randomised frequency (P = 0.145) of extra-pair paternity (purple) and b) using the observed
occurrence of extra-pair paternity (orange) b: Results are from Poisson MCMCglmms of the
simulated data (mean and CrI from 100 simulations) and observed data (mean and Cr) with the
number of recruits as response variable, mating strategy (monogamous or promiscuous) as
fixed factor, longevity as a continuous mean-centred covariate and cohort as random factor.
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5.5. Discussion
Although a positive relationship between fitness and male promiscuity is predicted by sexual
selection theory, in a large, long-term data set with unusually precise fitness and mating strategy
estimates, we did not find support for the hypothesis that male promiscuity increases fitness.
Instead, we found that males producing offspring with females other than their socially paired
female had lower fitness than males staying monogamous. This was mainly due to the presence
of floaters that were themselves not socially paired, and thus lacked fitness from within-pair
matings.
Overall, as predicted, we found that promiscuous males that were socially paired did
produce most offspring, but not subsequent recruits, when compared to monogamous, and
floater males. This effect was indeed explained by achieving additional extra-pair paternity
because the number of within-pair offspring did not differ between promiscuous and
monogamous males. Thus, the lack of a fitness advantage when considering recruits stems
from differential survival between extra-pair and within-pair offspring 25,39 .
To sum up, promiscuous behaviour did not lead to a distinguishable numerical fitness
advantage compared to monogamous males. Lower survival of extra-pair offspring 39 seems to
be the most important aspect contributing to a similar overall pay-off for monogamous and
promiscuous strategies.
Floaters (i.e. sneakers, satellites252) are common in sexually reproducing species 253, and
well described in resource-based polygynous mating systems but floaters often remain
undetected in wild populations 254. Theory predicts 252, and empirical data confirm 126,255,256 a
poorer reproductive performance for floaters compared with pair-bonded males. Thus, it is
likely that floaters are doing the best of a bad job 257. Such a conditional strategy is evolutionary
stable 258 and explains why floaters exist: if possible, pair-bond; if not, philander 257. All males
are assumed to follow this strategy and a male's decision will depend on, for instance, his
ontogenetic competitiveness, like acquiring a territory 60. Importantly, the distinction between
extra-pair behaviour of males that have a social partner, and that of floaters is an academic one.
It is difficult to think of a biological mechanism that allows one but prevents the other. It
could thus be postulated that extra-pair behaviour in socially monogamous species occurs
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because it is adaptive for low quality males that would otherwise fail to reproduce. This might
explain why we find no fitness advantage for promiscuous males. Furthermore, this suggestion
is in line with the lack of empirical support for female indirect benefits. We need to further
explore the basic assumptions that underlie traditional sexual selection theory.
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Table 4.
lifetime recruits

a) promiscuity H1

estimate (lower CrI to upper CrI)

(Intercept)

-0.24 (-0.45 to 0.27)

promiscuity

-1.51 (-2.36 to -0.65)

longevity

0.51 (0.39 to 0.69)

Random effects

cohort
residual

0 (0 to 0.40)
0.48 (0.26 to 0.85)

b) promiscuity H2

(Intercept, i.e. monogamy)

-0.02 (-0.52 to 0.46)

promiscuity

0.37 (-0.06 to 0.94)

floaters
longevity

-1.97 (-3.05 to -0.88)
0.38 (0.23 to 0.56)

Random effects

cohort
residual variance

0.01 (0 to 0.49)
0.36 (0.20 to 0.74)

The effect of promiscuity on lifetime fitness in a wild house sparrow population (N = 181
males). Results are from MCMCglmms with mean-centred continuous input variables and
Poisson error distributions for a) testing the association of promiscuity and lifetime fitness
(Hypothesis 1) and b) comparing fitness pay-offs of distinct mating types (Hypothesis 2). We
show posterior modes and CrI. CrI not overlapping zero are in bold.
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Table 4.1.
annual recruits

estimate (lower CrI to upper CrI)
(Intercept i.e. monogamy)

-0.04 (-1.14 to 0.55)

promiscuity

0.12 (-0.04 to 0.45)

floaters

-0.98 (-1.39 to -0.63)

age2

-0.09 (-0.16 to 0)

age

0.39 (0.18 to 0.49)

Random effects

cohort

0 (0 to 0.08)

male ID

0 (0 to 0.20)

year
residual variance

0.97 (0.37 to 4.36)
0 (0 to 0.23)

The effect of mating strategy on annual fitness for 271 males. Results are from a MCMCglmm
with mean-centred continuous input variables and a Poisson error distribution. We show
posterior modes and CrI. CrI not overlapping zero are in bold.
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5.8. Appendix
D1. Repetition of lifetime fitness analyses with a restricted dataset. Only males that could be

unambiguously assigned to a mating strategy were included in analyses. On occasion, we had
full genetic paternity information for an offspring but not full information for the social
parent for some of these males' offspring. To ensure that the phenotype of our males was not
biased by partially assigned offspring, we used a restricted dataset (N = 122) with males whose
genetic offspring all had complete social parentage information. This resulted in 43
promiscuous, 39 floaters, and 40 monogamous males with 1152 offspring of which 175 were
extra-pair. Model settings were identical to the model presented in the main text and are
described here in the Appendix D2. Results for this restricted dataset correspond with the main
result: promiscuous and monogamous males sired similar number of recruits, and floaters left
fewest.
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Table D1. Repetition of lifetime fitness analysis with a restricted dataset.
lifetime recruits reduced dataset

estimate (lower CrI to upper CrI)
(Intercept, i.e. promiscuous)
monogamous
floaters
longevity

-0.44 (-0.97 to 0.29)
0.05 (-0.70 to 0.57)
-1.98 (-3.08 to -0.73)
0.36 (0.11 to 0.72)

Random effects

cohort
residual variance

0 (0 to 0.78)
0.57 (0.05 to 1.44)

Results are from a MCMCglmm 250 with mean-centred 127 continuous input variable and a
Poisson error distribution. We show posterior modes and CrI. CrI not overlapping zero are in
bold.

D2. Lifetime offspring and MCMC settings. In addition to lifetime recruits presented in the

main text, we extracted lifetime offspring from the data of 2000 − 2012. Lifetime offspring
included unhatched eggs to fledged nestlings for which genetic paternity was assigned. We
fitted generalised linear mixed-effects models using Markov Chain Monte Carlo simulations in
package MCMCglmm 2.21 250 in R v3.2.0. 119. We assumed zero-truncated Poisson-error
distributions to the lifetime and annual offspring models, and Poisson-error distributions to
the lifetime and annual recruit models, using default priors for fixed effects. Prior distribution
for the random effect and residual variance were inverse-Wishart priors with default variance
limit parameter: V =1 and degree of belief parameter: nu= 0.002 for all models. Lifetime
offspring models were run for 3,000,000 iterations and lifetime recruit and all annual models
for 4,500,000. The first 550,000 iterations were discarded and every 3,000th (lifetime
offspring) and 4,500 chain (lifetime recruits and all annual models) of the respectively
remaining values was used for parameter estimation. We assessed the convergence of Markovchains visually from trace plots and further used Geweke and Heidelberg diagnostic with the
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package “coda” 259, which was also used to ensure low (<0.1) autocorrelation of successive
iterations.
We corrected for the effect of longevity on lifetime fitness by including longevity as a
continuous covariate (mean-centred) in lifetime analyses as it is known to positively affect
lifetime reproductive success, for instance simply because encounter rates with potential mates
will be increased 134,260. Indeed, longevity, independent of mating strategy, had a positive effect
on lifetime fitness/reproductive success (e.g. Table 4 main text), but it is difficult to separate
this finding from selective disappearance of individual phenotypes 261. If for instance higherquality individuals are long-lived, the strong positive relationship between longevity and
lifetime fitness could not be explained by a simple mechanism such as the increased
opportunity for mating or age-specific fecundity but by the absence of lower quality
individuals in older age classes 262. However, age-specific fecundity was evidenced in our
population both within- and between males 52,132 with a typical within-individual increase in
reproductive success followed by a decline. This suggests senescence at older age that
corroborates other longitudinal studies (see for instance 262,263). Our finding support the need
to correct for longevity when testing for effects of male mating strategies on lifetime fitness 241.
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Figure D1. Lifetime offspring per mating strategy. Promiscuous males (blue), operationally

defined as males with at least one extra-pair offspring, produce significantly more lifetime
offspring than monogamous males (orange) and floaters (grey). Floaters, which are unpaired
males that fertilised already paired females, produced significantly least lifetime offspring. Dots
represent the posterior modes from a zero-truncated Poisson MCMCglmm and vertical lines
represent CrI. Data are back-transformed.
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Figure D2. Annual offspring per mating strategy. Annually, promiscuous males younger than

five years produced more offspring than monogamous or floater males. Data are backtransformed and from 271 house sparrow males. The radius of the bubbles reflects the
frequency of annual offspring per male age class. We show the regression lines (continuous
lines) and CrI (broken lines) of the posterior distribution for each male mating strategy.
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Table D2. Lifetime offspring per mating strategy.
lifetime offspring

estimate (lower CrI to upper CrI)
(Intercept, i.e. monogamy)
promiscuity
floaters
longevity

2.45 (2.09 to 2.45)
0.44 (0.16 to 0.61)
-2.03 (-2.55 to -1.59)
0.41 (0.34 to 0.48)

Random effects

cohort
residual variance

0 (0 to 0)
0.16 (0.12 to 0.25)

Results are from a MCMCglmm with a mean-centred continuous input variable and a zerotruncated Poisson error distribution. We show posterior modes and CrI. CrI not overlapping
zero are in bold.
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Table D3. Annual offspring per mating strategy.
annual offspring

estimate (lower CrI to upper CrI)
(Intercept i.e. monogamous)

2.00 (1.88 to 2.13)

promiscuous

0.35 (0.24 to 0.44)

floaters

-1.20 (-1.35 to -1.01)

age2
age

-0.05 (-0.08 to -0.03)
0.21 (0.15 to 0.26)

Random effects

cohort

0 (0 to 0.01)

male ID

0 (0 to 0.04)

year
residual variance

0.01 (0 to 0.05)
0.09 (0.05 to 0.13)

Results are from a MCMCglmm with mean-centred continuous input variables and zerotruncated Poisson error distributions. We show posterior modes and CrI. CrI not overlapping
zero are in bold.

D4 Lifetime within-pair offspring. The number of the lifetime offspring is the sum of within-

and extra-pair offspring that males sired during their lifetime. To investigate whether the
quantitative advantage of promiscuous males for the number of lifetime offspring can be
explained by extra-pair offspring only, we extracted the lifetime number of within-pair
offspring from the lifetime dataset presented in the main text, as well as the restricted lifetime
dataset (appendix Table D1). We fitted two MCMCglmms with settings identical to the
lifetime offspring number model described in the appendix D2. Floaters were not part of these
analyses because they did not sire any within-pair offspring. We assumed a zero-truncated
Poisson error distribution using a two-level factor for the two male mating strategies. Both, the
full (Fig. D3, Table 4) and the restricted lifetime dataset (Table 4) confirmed no difference in
the number of lifetime within-pair offspring between promiscuous and monogamous males.
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We can thus conclude that promiscuous males had more lifetime offspring than monogamous
males because of extra-pair paternity.

Figure D3. Lifetime within-pair offspring per mating strategy. Promiscuous males (blue) did

not produce significantly more lifetime within-pair offspring than monogamous males
(orange). Dots are the posterior modes and vertical bars represent the CrI. Data are backtransformed.
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Table D4. Lifetime within-pair offspring per mating strategy.
lifetime within-pair offspring
a) full dataset

(Intercept i.e. promiscuous)

estimate (lower CrI to upper CrI)
2.33 (2.26 to 2.51)

monogamous

-0.16 (-0.33 to 0.13)

longevity

0.42 (0.32 to 0.48)

Random effects

cohort

0 (0 to 0)

residual variance

0 (0 to 0)

b) restricted dataset

(Intercept i.e. promiscuous)

estimate (lower CrI to upper CrI)
2.07 (1.85 to 2.33)

monogamous

-0.16 (-0.41 to 0.25)

longevity

0.40 (0.27 to 0.55)

Random effects

cohort
residual variance

0 (0 to 0)
0.32 (0.19 to 0.47)

Results are from MCMCglmms with mean-centred continuous input variables and zerotruncated Poisson error distributions. We show posterior modes and CrI. Meaningful CrI not
overlapping zero are in bold. A) represents the model output using the full dataset with 102
promiscuous males and 40 monogamous males, and b) the restricted dataset, which is
described in the appendix D1. It holds 43 promiscuous males and 40 monogamous males.
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D5. Promiscuity as a continuous predictor. As described in the main text, we found that with

increasing promiscuity, lifetime fitness decreased instead of showing the expected increase (Fig.
5, Table 1a). When the analysis was restricted to paired males, there was no effect of
promiscuity on the number of lifetime recruits (Table D5). Here, as in the analysis for the main
text, we only used males that sired at least one genetic offspring in their lifetime. We added
longevity as a continuous covariate to control for the number of breeding years. We meancentred all continuous explanatory variables to ease interpretation of results 264. Cohort was
fitted as a random effect. Detailed MCMC settings were identical to those described in the
appendix D2 and correspond to the lifetime recruit models. We report the posterior mode and
CrI.

Table D5. The effect of promiscuity on lifetime fitness restricted to paired males (N = 142

males).
lifetime recruits without floaters

estimate (lower CrI to upper CrI)
(Intercept)

0.27 (-0.32 to 0.58)

promiscuity

0.03 (-1.51 to 1.26)

longevity

0.48 (0.30 to 0.63)

Random effects

cohort
residual

0 (0 to 0.43)
0.45 (0.22 to 0.79)

Results are from a MCMCglmm with mean-centred continuous input variables and a Poisson
error distribution. CrI not overlapping zero are in bold.
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D6. Continuous predictor controlling for relative frequency of promiscuity. One drawback of

the continuous approach is that it does not take into account the total number of offspring
from which promiscuity is estimated from. Thus, an extension of the continuous model
presented above is to use a binomial error distribution with a proportional column-bind
response variable instead. For this purpose, we regressed promiscuity (fitted as a column-bind
matrix using the total number of within-pair and extra-pair offspring) against lifetime fitness.
We did not fit additional covariates as we had no a priori prediction for promiscuity as a
response variable. We fitted two (again with and without “floaters”) MCMCglmm 2.21 in R
v3.2.0. All models were run for 3,000,000 iterations, and the first 550,000 were discarded as
burn-in. Of the remaining values, we retained one in every 3,000 values to describe the
posterior distributions of the model parameters. All results remained qualitatively similar with
the negative relationship between promiscuity and lifetime fitness disappearing when floaters
were excluded (table D6).
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Table D6. Effect of promiscuity on the number of lifetime recruits using a proportional

column-bind response and a binomial error distribution, specified as “multinomial2” (N = 123
males, reduced dataset with full genetic and social parentage information). CrI not overlapping
zero are in bold.
column-bind(extra-pair offspring, within-pair offspring)

estimate
(lower CrI to upper
CrI)
column-bind(EPO,
WPO)
a) (Intercept)

lifetime recruits

-0.90 (-1.67 to -0.30)
-0.64 (-1.05 to -0.27)

Random effects

cohort
residual

0 (0 to 0)
7.21 (3.29 to 12.23)

b) (Intercept)

-2.51 (-3.03 to -2.04)

lifetime recruits without floaters

-0.07 (-0.26 to 0.15)

Random effects

cohort
residuals

0 (0 to 0)
1.26 (0.45 to 2.19)
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Figure D4. Males mating strategies are flexible within males. The size of points corresponds to

the proportion of males per mating strategy. The width of lines corresponds to the proportion
of males within a category that swap strategy or stay in the same strategy in their following
breeding year. For instance, at year 1 the minority of all 80 males are floaters (12.5%). The
majority of these males then become monogamous in their next breeding season. The data used
for plotting was restricted to individuals that bred in at least two consecutive years.
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Table D7. Repetition of lifetime fitness analysis using a simulated predictor of male mating

strategy (N = 142 males without floaters) derived from a) randomly assigned extra-pair
paternity and b) observed extra-pair paternity.
lifetime recruits
a) simulated predictor

(Intercept, i.e. promiscuity)
monogamy
longevity

estimate (lower CrI to upper CrI)
0.70 (0.15 to 1.36)
-0.36 (-0.96 to 0.08)
0.36 (0.11 to 0.72)

Random effects

cohort
residual variance

0.17 (0 to 0.51)
0.45 (0.21 to 0.78)

b) observed predictor

(Intercept, i.e. promiscuity)

0.35 (-0.09 to 0.71)

monogamy

-0.41 (-0.92 to 0.08)

longevity

0.40 (0.22 to 0.57)

Random effects

cohort
residual variance

0.17 (0 to 0.52)
0.46 (0.21 to 0.76)

Results are from MCMCglmms with a mean-centred continuous input variables and Poisson
error distributions. We show posterior modes and CrI. CrI not overlapping zero are in bold.
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6. General discussion
This discussion summarises and integrates the main findings of my four chapters and clarifies
my original contribution to science. Particularly, it clarifies how my thesis advanced our
understanding of the relationship between extra-pair paternity and male age. The discussion
also features possibilities for additional investigations in the future. At last, I will conclude on
the following questions:
•

What is the origin of age-related variation in extra-pair paternity: male manipulation,
female choice or post-copulatory mechanisms?

•

Do strict monogamy and extra-pair copulations represent equal alternatives for males
gaining fitness?

•

What about the third strategy revealed in this thesis: unpaired floaters? How can the
occurrence of all three strategies be evaluated from an evolutionary perspective?

6.1. Synthesis
Extra-pair paternity contributes to and is determined by pre-and post-copulatory sexual
selection processes 247. My thesis uncovered the effect of some of these processes on extra-pair
paternity. I further advanced the methodology for the studies of avian spermatology and
revealed the lack of generality of one the main assumptions of sexual selection theory, which is
that promiscuous male maximise their fitness over monogamous males 6.
The results of Chapter 2 99 confirmed the general pattern in ornithological studies that
extra-pair paternity is associated with male age 33,48,49. This association was non-linear: middleaged males gained more extra-pair offspring than older or younger males, which corroborates
results from a wild house sparrow population 52. Moreover, the data did not support the
assumptions of the male manipulation and female choice hypothesis 51,52,54. To the best of my
knowledge, our results provide the first evidence that neither male experience in coercing or
convincing females to mate, nor female choice for male age accounts for extra-pair sires being
commonly older males. Instead, the results suggest that post-copulatory mechanisms might be
in charge.
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In chapter 3, I experimentally showed that the current protocol of mixing various
sperm collection methods can affect sperm morphometry and therefore potentially obscure the
biological interpretation of results 98. I was inspired to conduct this experiment by my previous
research on genome ploidy and sperm morphometry in zebra finches 162, thinking that the
assumption of sperm collection methods not affecting sperm morphometry 97 might need a
revision. House sparrows proved a perfect system to follow-up on this idea for two reasons.
First, sperm could be collected using two popular methods of sperm collection 98. Second, the
sample sizes and aviary set-up allowed for an experiment where males served as their own
control 98. This was ideal because explanations other than sperm collection methods could be
ruled out. As anticipated from my earlier study on zebra finches 162, as well as research on postmeiotic sperm maturation in domestic chicken 67 and house sparrows 88, sperm method did
affect the size of the sperm 98. My results provide an original methodological contribution to
avian spermatology and hopefully serve as a guideline to future avian sperm practitioners.
In chapter 4, I analysed various sperm and reproductive traits of male house sparrows
in relation to their age. Age-related variation in traits important for reproductive success would
be indicative of the idea presented in chapter 2: that post-copulatory mechanisms might be in
charge for extra-pair sires commonly being older males. However, the only trait that differed in
relation to male age was the number of sperm on females’ eggs. This observation could support
the idea that older males have indeed a post-copulatory advantage over younger males because
the number of fertilised eggs correlates positively with the number of inseminated sperm 216.
In chapter 5, I identified three different male reproductive strategies in a wild
population of house sparrows. i) Males that can be considered monogamous because they only
sired within-pair offspring in their lifetime, ii) males that can be considered promiscuous
because they sired within- and extra-pair offspring and iii) males that can be considered floaters
because they only achieved extra-pair paternity in their lifetime. Whereas floaters differed
dramatically from monogamous and promiscuous males in their fitness gain, there was no
difference between monogamous and promiscuous males achieving fitness. There was also no
difference between the number of lifetime within-pair offspring that monogamous and
promiscuous males sired. Possibly, the lower quality of extra-pair offspring in the population 39
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affected the observation that monogamous and promiscuous males achieved similar fitness.
This study seems to be the first to quantitatively test and consequently highlight the lack of
generality of the assumption that promiscuous behaviour increases male fitness 6, which
underlies sexual selection theory.
6.2. Areas for further investigations
The general contribution of my thesis is two-fold. First, I provide answers to age-related
variation in extra-pair mating (both before and after copulation), methods of sperm sampling,
and fitness consequences of extra-pair mating. Second, my thesis leads to more questions and
thus exciting future research possibilities, of which I will discuss a selection that is constrained
to extra-pair paternity and its relationship to male age. I will take a critical look at the shape and
neglected components of the association between extra-pair paternity and male age.
Using both a wild and captive population brought several advantages. First, both
populations had known age structures. Whereas the wild house sparrow population showed a
typical age pyramid (i.e. many young and few old individuals), the captive populations had an
increased number of older males. More males at older ages facilitate finding a population level
effect of male age on reproductive traits. Second, wild house sparrows, after reaching sexual
maturity, live on average 3.4 years and up to a maximum of 13 years 61,132, so captive birds that
we considered middle-aged, those three to five years old, are thus considered old in the wild.
Hence, analysing wild and captive house sparrows would have revealed differences or
similarities in the onset of age-related changes in reproductive traits.
Indeed, one of the similarities to the wild house sparrow population 52 was that the
relationship of extra-pair paternity and male age was non-linear in the captive population. The
general pattern that I repeatedly described in this thesis is that extra-pair sires are commonly
older males and extra-pair paternity increases with male age 33,48,49, so male age is a major factor
of extra-pair paternity. But how safely can we conclude that advanced male age translates into
increased extra-pair paternity? Put differently, what exactly do we know about the shape of the
relationship between extra-pair paternity and male age? Male age is a continuous trait and it is
important to clearly identify it to better understand extra-pair mating dynamics and the
correlates of male fertilization success. The majority of studies underlying the meta-analyses by
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33,48,49 relied on the discrimination between males in their first and later breeding seasons. In

other words, studies concerned with extra-pair mating commonly rely on age estimates and/or
model male age as a categorical trait with two-levels: “first-year” and “older breeders”. The
category older breeders will likely include many males at their best-performing phenotype and
a few males of a senescent phenotype 265. Together with my thesis, there is at least one study
where extra-pair paternity was also highest for middle-aged house sparrow males before it
showed a senescent-like decline 52 and one where extra-pair paternity levelled-off for coal tit
males, Periparus ater, at older age 266. The authors 266 of the latter study anticipated that with
more data, extra-pair paternity would have likely decreased too as a consequence of senescence
266. These studies highlight that when the data include a large sample of males resembling the

species biological age range, the relationship between extra-pair paternity and male age is best
described as a quadratic instead of a linear one. Logistically, such data are difficult to obtain.
Nevertheless, we need more longitudinal data from wild populations to safely conclude
whether the robust pattern of extra-pair paternity and male age indeed follows a pattern that
resembles life-history trajectories 237,261,267 or whether it diverges from this common pattern and
continuously increases linearly. By simply assuming linearity the relationship between extrapair paternity and male age might be misinterpreted and useful insights into the system
neglected. For instance, longitudinal data with exact ages also allows to statistically tease apart
262,268,269 whether an effect of age on extra-pair paternity is explained by changes that take place

within a male (e.g. underlying the male manipulation and post-copulatory competition
hypothesis) or a change that operates at the population level (e.g. viability selection affecting
female choice). Within-male age effects on extra-pair paternity were evidenced 52 in the wild
population of house sparrows described in chapter 4 and 5. Taken together, more longitudinal
data, allowing for a better understanding of correlates of extra-pair paternity, are crucial
because the relationship of extra-pair paternity and male age could also be explained by
selective disappearance of individuals 262 coupled with frequency-dependent mate choice 102 or
factors (e.g. better foraging skills, territory quality or acquisition) that generally improve
lifetime reproductive success 270 and in return extra-pair paternity 125,237,261,267,271.
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6.3. Conclusion
In sum, the results presented by me suggest that neither male manipulation, nor female choice
are responsible for the relationship between extra-pair paternity and male age but possibly
post-copulatory mechanisms. The idea that older males are better at manipulating females into
mating by convincing or coercing them 51,62 is intuitively appealing because older males had
more time for breeding than younger males, which might give them a pre-copulatory
advantage due to their experience. Yet, what seems clear from our 99 and other studies is that
female cooperation is needed for copulations to occur, especially for extra-pair copulations
93,139,140. It is therefore unlikely that older males achieve more extra-pair paternity because they

are best at coercing extra-pair mating. This leaves the opportunity for older males being better
at convincing females to extra-pair mating. However, chapter 2 showed that if that is the case,
then male age does not seem to be a cue that matters for female mating decisions 99. There was
neither a female within- nor extra-pair mating preference for older males 99. Notably, a female
extra-pair mating preference for older males would have supported the indirect genetic benefits
idea presented in the introduction. Possibly, male traits that correlate with the age of its bearer
(e.g. bib size 272, territory affiliation 60, song 273) could guarantee older males a pre-copulatory
advantage in extra-pair matings. A further possibility is offered by the idea of a correlation with
male phenotype and male functional fertility (the male’s ability to fertilise an egg) 11. In
principle, only one sperm is needed to fertilise an egg. Yet the proportion of copulations that
actually result in sperm transfer ranges from 50-70% 18 and artificial insemination experiments
evidenced that only 1% of the inseminated sperm pass a female’s vagina 274,275. A study on
house sparrows suggest that a male’s sperm reserve could become exhausted at the end of the
day 90. It is tempting to speculate that this physiological cost relates to our anecdotal
observation that males ignored female solicitation for copulations (chapter 2) 99. But, indeed it
might be sensible to assume that male house sparrows have to economically allocate their
ejaculate 276 and that a simple rule exists for females: to mate promiscuitively to some degree as
a means to ensure fertilisation of their eggs if females have no reliable cue to assess the
functional fertility of males 277. Indeed, chapter 4 suggests that the functional fertility only
depicts itself through post-copulatory processes that most likely involve both sperm
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competition and cryptic female choice. Extra-pair paternity is the product of pre-and postcopulatory episodes and chapter 2 and 4 uniquely separated three of these processes: male
extra-pair mating, female choice and sperm competition. Male mating behaviour does not
account for extra-pair sires commonly being older males, and male age does not govern female
mate choice. It could still be, however, that male age-related cues positively affect female mate
choice. Such a mechanism together with older males delivering more sperm to eggs might work
in concert for extra-pair paternity being associated with male age.
All three hypotheses about the relationship between extra-pair mating and male age
become more complicated if individuals show variability in their reproductive strategies at
different life stages (see Fig. D4 in the appendix of chapter 5). The question one then needs to
ask is if a certain reproductive strategy (e.g. monogamy, promiscuity) is chosen as an optimal
strategy maximising fitness or if instead individuals are forced into the “best of a bad job” 257?
Chapter 5 holds some answers to this question. First of all, I show that some males switched
their reproductive strategies, whereas others did not. Moreover, randomisation of extra-pair
paternity disclosed males that appeared to be less and males that appeared to be more
promiscuous than expected by chance. Such patterns are typical for reproductive strategies
because they are genetically fixed “rules of thumb” that encompass the range of phenotypic
plasticity of an individual 9,257 and can be thought of as an individual’s guideline to switch
tactic when circumstances changes 9,278. Circumstances can be defined by an individual’s status
such as age and indeed we found that promiscuous males lived longest compared to
monogamous males and floaters. It could thus be that sneaky floaters and monogamous males
are a conditional strategy depending on the males age 278. Interestingly, despite being shorterlived on average, monogamous males achieved a similar fitness than promiscuous ones.
Monogamy and promiscuity in house sparrows seem to represent equal alternatives for males
gaining fitness and could be interpreted as evolutionary stable strategies because their pay-offs
are equal 257. The significantly lower return in fitness for floaters makes it difficult to
understand why an individual would opt for such a strategy if reproductive strategies are
expected to maximise reproductive success 9,255. The satellite threshold model 279 offers some
clues because it takes into account that adopting a dominant strategy is costly, whereas a floater
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strategy is cheap (e.g. no territory defence). Hence, a male should opt for being a floater if the
fitness he gains minus the costs he has exceeds the benefit from adopting a dominant strategy
279. Individuals are expected to reassess their strategy and indeed the majority of first-year

floaters switched to a monogamous or promiscuous strategy in their second year. Importantly,
the distinction between a socially pair-bonded male performing an extra-pair copulation and a
floater could be regarded as an academic one. I end by proposing a novel interpretation of
extra-pair copulations in socially monogamous birds. Extra-pair copulations are not adaptive
because they increase the fitness of promiscuous males compared to monogamous males.
Instead, extra-pair copulations are adaptive because they allow males of lower quality that
otherwise would fail to reproduce to gain some fitness.
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